o

ICOM

Coun t on us!

o

INTRODUCING THE
FIRST HANDHELD CB
WITH BUILT-IN
SELCALL
Innovation keeps ICOM ahead.

Duplex operation lor
increased communication
range usilg repeater
stations.

At lco m o ur le ad e rshi p in C B is built o n
innovation. And on ce aga in , ICOM is first
with the latest, the new IC-40GX.
The sma llest h andheld UHF CB and

Open Scan/Group Scan
facility with separate
user programmable
memory.

the first with built-in SELCALL.
Now when yo u wa nt o ne-toone, uninterrupted
co mmunica tio n, there's
no need to go to the
ext ra expe nse of

Simple one touch scan
function: start, stop,
memorise

retrofitting.
The IC-40GX
saver.

allows yo u to

Feature aner feature, ICOM puts you first.

send or receive
calls from a specific

You can program your ten most frequently-called numbers

individual or group.

fo r single button speed ca lling. You a lso get ca ll -bac k

Each unit is factory-

acknowledgement and Group Call to as many as 100 stations.

programmed with its own unique

There's up to a full 5W of output power with a H i/Lo

code and can monitor continuously, in

transmission sw itch to conserve power and a po wer save

quiet mode, until a selective call ignal is received.

mode o n rece ive. Plus a one to uch C hannel 5 emergency

You receive the calls that are spec ifica lly for you with no

chann el, and much more.

disturbing outside chatter. It makes UHF C B
simple and as convenient to use as a h andphone.

Discover the innovative features, the clarity and perfonnance
of the new IC-4OGX for yourself at your nearest leom dealer soon.

Icom Australia 7 Du ke St Windsor Victoria 3 18 1 A.C.N. 006 092 575
Free Ca ll : (008) 338 915 P h : (03) 529 7582 Fax: (03) 529 8485

ADDRESSES
All correspondence, including
changes of address, membership
renewals, short term memberships,
rating forms and other administrative matters should be sent to :

Official Publication Of
The Hang Gliding
Federation of Australia

,,

Skysailor appears 12 times per year
as a service to members . For nonmembers living in Australia the subscription is Aus. $50 pa. Overseas
magazine subscription is Aus. $65
(sent Economy Air), Aus $95
Airmail. Cheques should be made
payable to and sent to HGFA .
Contributions are always needed.
Articles, photographs and illustrations are all acceptable although the
editor and the HGFA Board reserve
the right to edit or delete contributions where necessary.
Articles of unknown origin will
NOT be published. All contributions
should be accompanied by the contributor's name, address and HGFA
number for verification purposes.
Neither HGFA nor the editor assume
responsibility for the material or
opinions presented in Skysailor.
Copyright in Skysailor is vested in
the HGFA. Copyright in articles and
other contributions is vested in each
of the authors in respect of their
contribution.
ALL SKYSAILOR
CONTRIBUTIONS to:
Marie Jeffery
PO Box 401 ALSTONVILLE 2477
Fax: (066) 285117
Ph: (066) 280356
8am-8pm
E-mail: skysailor@om.com.au
Keep the articles coming!!
We will give $50 per month for the
best cover photo sent in. It can be a
black and white, colour photo or
slide.
All photos and material will be
returned if a stamped, self addressed
envelope is supplied.
Market Place ads are to be directed to the Editor.

DEADLINE
15th of the month (for the following
month's issue!) for contributions,
market place, etc. Market Place are
free to financial members - please'
quote your number - otherwise a
charge of $5 per ad per 2 issues is
applicable. A fee of $8 per ad per 2
issues is applicable for commercial
operators.

ADVERTISING
Advertising rates are:
Back cover
$225
Full page
$150
Half page
$75
$40
Quarter page
All ads must be paid in advance.
Layout, separations and extra work
incur additional costs.
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Hang Gliding Federation Of
Australia
Executive Director: Ian Jarman
PO Box 558, TUMUT NSW 2720
Tel 069 472 888, Fax 069 474328

The Hang Gliding Federation of Australia is a
member of Federation Aeronautique
Internationale (FAI) through the Australian Sport
Aviation Confederation (ASAC).
The Hang Gliding Federation of Australia is
assisted by the Australian Sports Commission.

President: Rohan Grant
002311112 H, 002 337638 W,
002 333311 Fax
Operations Manager
Craig Worth, PhlFx 065592713
Mobile: 018 657419

For information about site ratings,
sites and other local mailers, contact
the appropriate state association!
region or club.
Vice-president: Robert Woodward,
38 Addison Rd, Black Forest SA
5035, 08 2325405 w, 08 2977532 h,
08 2237345 fax
Secretary: Shaun Keene, PO Box
81 , Lyons ACT 2606, ph/fax 06
2998792 H, 018 697820 W
Treasurer: Jenny Ganderton, 61
Patterson St, Forbes NSW 2871 , 068
521455 w, 068 514148 h
Board Member: Lee Scott, High
Adventure Airpark, Pacific
Highway, Johns River NSW 2443,
ph/fax 065 565265
Board Member: Michael Zupanc,
PO Box 507 Redbank Plains Qld
4301,018662328 W
Board Member: Rachal Bain,
1111 00 Chewing St, Page ACT
2614,062806033 w, 06 2548834 h,
06 2807074 fax
Board Member: Rohan Holtkamp,
RMB 236B Western Hwy, Trawalla
Vic 3373, ph/fax 053 492845
Board Member: Keith Lush, S
Fortune St, South Perth WA 6151,
09 3679066 w, 09 3673479 h, 09
4741202 fax
Paragliding Convenor
Fred Gungl , U2/47 Walkers Lane,
Bright Vic 3741 , 015854455
PHG Committee Convenor: Kevin
Magennis, PO Box 291 Laurieton
NSW 2443, 018181071
PHG Registration: Neville Hoger,
Mackay 079 597105 H, 079 576483
W (Forward PHG Registrations to
HGFA Office, Tumut)
PHG Public Relations contact:
Paul Haines, Public Relations, 042
941031 ph/fxltam
Coaching Committee contact:
HGFA Operations Manager

States & Regions
Southern Region NSW
I B Park Ave, Tahmoor NSW 2573
Pres. James Nathaniel (046) 810641
Northern NSW Region
Pres. Dane Snelling 02 99384420 W,
02 99799069H; Sec. Ian Duncan 02
9189962; Treas. Glenn Salmon 02
9180091
ACTHGA
PO Box 3496, Manuka 2603 ; Pres.
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COVER PHOTO

Flying over Wongan Hills, WA. Photo by David Moore
CENTRE

Paul 'Bungy' Moran from Team Xtreme on tow at sunset
near Conargo, NSW. Photo by Mark 'Sulli' Sullivan
CREDITS

Cartoon
Typing & Layout
Printer

Duncan Kelly 06 2805605 W, 06
2814556 H, 018 625091; Sec.
Catherine Thorpe 06 2896456 W, 06
2917978 H, 018 630496; SSO. Peter
Dall 062813746 H, 06 2684139 W
Nth Qld:
12 Van Eldik Av, Andergrove Q
4740. Pres. Gerry Gerus 019
617935, 070341451 ph/fx; Secrrrs :
Ron Huxhagen 079 552913, 079
555133 Fx
HGAWA
PO Box 82, South Perth 6151; Pres
Doug Trent: 094594702 H, 09
4516990 W; Sec Keith Lush 09
3673479 H, 09 3679066 W, fx :

D Gates
Marie Jeffery
Quality Plus, Bailina

4741202; PG Rep Evan Williams 09
4585454 H; Trike Rep Graham
McDonald 09 3649226 H, 09
4186461B
VicHGPA
PO Box 400, Prahran 3181; Pres
Rob Van Der Klooster: 052 223019
AH, 052 272523 BH; Sec Tony
Hughes: 052 438245 AH, 052
641091 BH
TasHGA
PO Box 543 Mowbray TAS 7248.
Sec. Steve Drinkald 003 267327 H
SAHGA
I Sturt St, Adelaide SA 5000; Ph 08
2130660, Fax 08 2117115
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Clubs
Queensland
Cairns HG Club
Pres Ian Graham,
070954466
Sec Scott Payten
070 316484 w, 558559 h
Treas. Kasanda Brease
070558559
Vice Pres Nev Akers
070 512438 w, 532586 h
Capricorn
Skyriders Club Inc
Pres Brian Hampson
079226527
Sec Geoff Craig
079923137
Brian Smith
079287858
Canungra HG Club
Inc
Pres. Dave Staver
0755453391
Sec. Gordon Bieske
07555435149 H
SSO. Geoff Dossetor
0755435631
PG Rep. Phil Hystek
0755437237
Conondale XC Fliers
Club Inc
13 Cottman St, Buderim
Q 4556, Fx: 074 451897
Gladstone HG Club
4 Cairncross St

Gladstone Q 4680
Pres. Pat Purcell
079793414
Sec. Sandy Gemmell
079750232
Publicity Officer
Hans Respondek
079721203
Sunshine Coast HG
Club (Qld)
53 Yungar St Coolum
Qld 4573
Pres. Michael Powell
074742249,
018 166320
Vice-Pres Mal Price
074480038
Secffreas. Cathy
Edmunds
074463421
SSO.Dave Cookman
074498573
Townsville HG Assoc
Inc
Pres Gary Rogers
077 792645 H, 077
538565 W
Vice-Pres Peter Scarfe
077 212666 H, 077
721766 W
SSO Graeme Etherton
077 724467
Sec Dave McManus
077 723043 H
Treas Steve Duncan
077 734930 H
Whitsundays HG Club
Pres. Wayne Smith
079513392
Secffreas Ron
Huxhagen 079 552913,

079555122 Fx

New South Wales
Byron Bay HG Club
Inc
Pres Brian Rushton
066290354
Sec Gavin Ray 066
847328
SSO Neil Mersham
066 858768; 018
441742
meet I st Wed 7pm ea
month BangaIow
Bowling Club
Central Coast HG
Club(NSW)
Pres Russell Skillen
018404254
Sec Mark Steele
043321277
Treas Mick Hoipo
043282871
SSO Ian Duffy
018439612
2nd Wed The Entrance
RSL Club 7.30 pm
Central West HG Club
Pres Len Paton
068537220
Sec. Jenny Ganderton
068511533
Tres. Mark Madden
063622927
Great Lakes HGC Inc
Pres. Jim Parsons
065554077
Sec Steve Tinson
065558091
065545700 W
SSO. Bob Barnes
065540416

J1\awarra Hang
Gliding Club Inc
Meet: Mountain Top
Cafe, Mt Keira I st Wed
Pres George Barrie
042855567
Sec Warwick Kelly
SSO. James Nathaniel
046810641
Kosciusko Alpine
Paragliding Club
Pro Roger Lilford
062815404 h
Sec. Lisa Ryrie
062359120,
062359060
SSO.Heinz Gloor
064 576019 w,
064567171 h
Lower Blue Mts HG
Club Inc
Pres. David Middleton
026236961
Sec. Neil Glennon
SSO. Nigel Felton
026282609
Mid North Coast HG
Assoc(NSW)
Pres. Paw Hazelgrove
018657366
Sec & SSO. Lee Scott
065565265
Ben Leonard
065821966
Mudgee District Sport
Aviation Club Inc
Sec. Darryl Ashlin
063742536
SSO. Bruce Barcham
063742092
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Hang Gliding Federation of Australia
PO Box 558, Thmut NSW 2720
Ph:069-472888,Fx: 069-474328

I Cap
I Leather Key Ring - metal with full

9.00

colour enamel logo
6.95
4.95
I Meta.! Lapel Badge
I Car stickers
1.50
Embroidered badge
2.95
I Topographic maps for all areas at discount prices

: Please add $2.50 pp for all orders. Discounts
available for bulk purchases. Cheque, money
I order, bankcard, visa and mastercard acceptI ed, phone orders welcome. Actual prices may
I vary from those shown. Terms: payment with
order. Delivery 14 days when ex stock.

: HGFA Schedule of Fees
I Membership Fees
$125
112 months (FULL) Membership
(SA) 12 mths FULL membership
$135
I (WA) 12 mths FULL Membership
$130
I Additional Family Member (12 months) $50
I Short Term Membership (4 months)
$45
I Visiting Pilot Membership (4 months) $45
I Trainee Membership (TM) 10 Days
$15
I available through instructors only
1(12 issues)"Skysailor" Subscription only $50
$65
Overseas (sent SAL)
I Overseas (Sent Airmail)
$95

t
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Initial issue (12 mths)
$150pa
(3 mths)
$40 qtr
Instructor with Passenger Carrying
Endorsement annual renewal fee
$250
Training Facility - Inspection and/or
Approval fee
$80 •
PHG Instructor Examination & checkflights (payable to PHG Examiner)
$50
PHG Aircraft Registration (Initial issue) $100
PHG Aircraft Registration (Renew)
$50
Level I Club Coach (Valid for 4 yrs.
Issue & renewal - includes FAI Sporting
Licence, manuals, etc) #
$30
Level 2 Competitions Coach (includes
ACC training course, registration &
manuals, etc) ##
$30
FAI Sporting Licence (incl. HGFA
Comp Manual, Section 7 FA! Sporting
Code, Records Claim Pack (initial issue) $20
FA! International Pilot Proficiency
Identification Card (lPPI) Noncompetition flying overseas
$10
Competitions Manual
$10
Tow Guidelines
$nil
Replacement Operations Manual
$10
Replacement Ops Manual Binder
$15

NB: * Cbarged at $80 per haIf day of inspection plus
I Certificate & Insurance Fees
travel expenses (max. $250 per
I Powered Operations Insurance Levy
$20
inspection/approval).
I Passenger Endorsement annual
#
To
be introduced late 1995 or early 1996.
$150
I renewal fee
## Includes all updated material from Level I.
I Instructor Certificates (12 mths)
$150pa,
I Initial issue (3 mths)
$40 qtr
There is no charge for PHG Temporary Satellite
Facility approvals.
ILInstructor
Certificates annual renewal fee$150
_____________________________
~
Passenger Carrying Endorsements:
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Newcastle HG Club
Pres Peter O'Loughlin
049430158
Sec John O'Donohue
049549084
"PG" Ian Ladyman
049498946
SSO Ross Duncan
049431900
meet last Wed Souths
Leagues Club
Northern Beaches HG
Cluh Inc (Sydney)
Pres: Jim Allen
029711715 H
Sec: Mike Wamer
024521217H
02 99555099 W
0299555991 W fax
SSO. Forrest Park
024502674
Stanwell Park Club
PO Box 258
Helensburgh NSW 2508
Pres. Rob Fakes
042942273 H
015237565
Sec. Karen Lederer
042942273
0411 362273
Treas. Ian Lobb
SSO PascaI Ferret
042943533
Next meeting noted in
newsletter.
Sydney HG Club
Pres Dick Heffer
023872613
Sec John Trude
028873371
Treas Greg Wilson
028184704
PR Mark Hellier
023515475
Sydney Paragliding
Club
Pres Peter Bowyer
025254175
Vice Pres Tim Gearing
042681725
Sec Deirdre Skillen
027275087
Treas Roger
Montgomery
022203199
SSO Mark Mitsos
042674570
TamworthlManilla
HGC
Pres. Andrew Smith
067712368
Brian Shepherd
067852182
SO Richard Riley
067821073
067821267
PG SO Godfrey
Weoness 067 856545
ACT
Canberra Sports
Aviation Club Inc
Pres. Allan Taylor
062886311
Sec. Robert Burns
062581181
Meet I st Toes ea mth
The George Harcourt
Inn Gold Creek Rd
Gungahlin 8 pm

Victoria
Eastern HG Cluh
Pres. Lance Sheppard
059623570 H
Sec. John Carter
037285203 H
SSO Harry Summons
059646055 H
Meet 3rd Wed York-OnLilydaIe, Lilydale

North East Victoria
HG Club Inc
Pres & SSO Geoff
White
057501244 bh, 018
052793
Sec Karl Tex.ler Jnr
057501733
Treas David Romeril
057562216
Club meets I sl Saturday
ea month Bright Shire
Offices 7.30 pm
Southern HG Club
Pres. Mike Slape
03 5438331 AH
1st Tues Anchor &
Hope Tav Church St
Richmond
Sky High PG Club
Pres & Sec. David Mills
0398192712 H
03 92822448 W
1st Wed ea month Vine
Hotel, 59 Wellington St,
Collingwood
Southern Cross
Paragliding Inc
Pres. Kevin GingellKent
Sec. Craig Martinson
03 5928382
Meet last Wed of ea
month Anchor & Hope
Hotel 481 Church St
Richmond
Western Victorian
Hang Gliding Cluh
Pres. Phillip Campbell
053428569
Tres. Andrew
McKinnon 03 4371069
Vice Pres. Nicole
Shalders 053 318178
Sec. Meg Bailey
053492845
SSO. Rohan Holtkamp
053492845
Club meets last Sat ea
month at Golden Age
Hotel Beaufort

Western Australia
Avon Valley Hang
Gliding Club
Pres. David Drabble
093071816
Vice Pres. Rob
Stevenson 09 3647872
Sec. Mike Field
094097903
Treas. Michael Derry
093415271
Cloud Base
Paragliding Club Inc
Pres Evan Williams
094585454
Sec Julian McPherson
093881584
Meet I st Wed,
Bowevard Ale House
East Vic Park
Dalwallinu HG Club
Pres. Gary Bennett
093804357
Sec Anna Munt
093772021
The Great Sandy
Desert HG Club
Pres. Ian Sallie
091 798487 H
Sec Joe Langford
091 798655 H
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ello there! I had originally thought that this issue
of Skysailor would be my
last as editor, however the selection process is still continuing.
We certainly have some extremely talented people out there (but
you all knew that, didn't you?!),
a number of whom have put their
hand up for the editor's position.
We should be able to tell you
who will take over Skysailor next
month.

H

I've quite enjoyed putting
together this colour issue, with a
different style of articles. Shauna
writes about rejoining the sport
after a break and how she is
enjoying getting back into her
flying. Like her I'm keen to get some more airtime hang gliding in the
near future, so I'll see you in the air soon, Shauna.
Gilbert Griffith suggests that we should always make the most of
our airtime by different means such as flying in a variety of conditions and watching the weather. That's what the good pilots do; you
know the ones; you suspect that if you looked closely there would be
feathers because they seem so in tune with their gliders and being in
the air.

The article that I
enjoyed is the one
from Colin Lark, a
UK
pilot,
on
Skyfloating. He talks
about getting the fun
back into flying and I
must agree with him.
Full on hang gliding
168 Kilometres... By Brian Webb
or paragliding in high
performance craft is
fantastic, as is competition flying. Most of us wish we could pursue
these to the max, but other commitments can severely tax our leisure
time. In the evolution of hang and paragliding I think we have lost
sight of the fun aspects of our flying. I hope Colin's ideas will bring
more pilots into our sport and, more importantly, keep the ones we
have now from becoming disillusioned.

DON'T FOil GET!
May

With that in mind, a short while ago I dragged out my XS and
ventured out to Tallows at Byron Bay with a friend . I later discovered
that it was just 4 days short of a year since my previous hang gliding
flight. My friend had not flown for 3-4 months either. The point is
that that afternoon in the seabreeze we had an absolute ball, the best
fun we ' d had flying in a long, long time. We revelled in the sheer
delight of flying. We've both been down the serious inland/competition flying road and although I consider myself an inland pilot first
and foremost, I have at times missed the fun of flying. Our enthusiasm
on landing made a new pilot comment that he hoped to still feel the
same way after as many years of flying. It's been a few months now
but the buzz is still there and I think it's time to go flying ... just for
fun!

ADVENTURE
WORLD LEADER OF

PARAMOTOR

The most popular
paramotor range in
Europe is now
available here.

A complete range for all

pilot weights

DEMONSTRATION
VIDEO AVAILABLE
June 1996

The
ADVENTURE Fl, F2,
F3, F4 are equipped
with the SOLO engine
making them extremely
reliable, light weight
and quiet.
The alloy propeller
cage disassembles
into 4 parts making
transport easy.

For an info-pack contact
Dallas Montgomery
ADVENTUREPARAMOTORS

(03) 9842 4094
DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME
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HGFA INSURANCE
ANNOUNCING

NEW INSURANCE

OPTIONS

TAILORED FOR HGFA MEMBERS ...
In consultation with the HGFA we are delighted to
announce the development new HGFA approved
insurance options 'or all members.

0'

We can offer:
• Affordable "Flight Risks" Personal
Accidentllnjurvllliness Cover
• Options for insurance of Trikes and Hang
Gliders:
* Limited transit risks plus fire &theft or...
* Full cover Ground &Transport or...
* Full Aircraft policV - Flight, TaxVing, Ground
&Transport

As Registered General insurance brokers, with special expertise in aviation insurances, we have the
experience and quali'ications to assist all members
with a broad range
insurance advice and cover
placement. We currentlv handle the HGFA Liabilitv
Scheme as well as specialist services 'or a number
other aviation Associations.

0'

0'

Please contact us 'or expert aviation insurance
advice.
HGFA Insurance Scheme Administrator,
Kevin Chamberlain
Chamberlain Knights PtV Ltd
Insurance Brokers ACN 002 493 S21

Telephone (02) 868 4044
Facsimile (02) 868 5262
PO Box 329, EPPINg NSW 2121
Approved and initiated by the HGFA for the Members
6

Hello Marie
I am writing to you regarding my accident at Benalla Aerodrome
on 22 March 1996.
I would like to thank all the people who visited me and who
enquired after me and sent their best wishes. You have all helped to
encourage me toward a full recovery. 6 weeks later I am still in the
Alfred Hospital but well on the way to good health. If everything goes
all right I should be back flying with you in another 12 weeks.
In the meantime safe flying, and thank you for the time you took
to visit me or send a card or enquired after me. It all helped.

Yours sincerely,
Kevin Freeman

The Editor
Early this year I had my introduction to weightshift aircraft.
My wife arranged it through Chris Brandon from Flyright
Aviation at Lochinvar.
I was a little apprehensive at first but as we lined up on the
runway, Chris assured me he had never failed to bring back a passenger. With that he opened the throttle and in no time we were
airborne. The flight could only be described as magic.
The following week I began my training to become a pilot.
I was impressed with the emphasis on safety and the entire
training program at Flyright. Both Chris and his co-instructor,
Glenn Collins, have a great passion for what they do.
Glenn was responsible for the majority of my training, both in
the air and with comprehensive briefing. Ranging from aerodynamics all the way through to decisional skills and emergency
procedures.
I now have my pilot certificate and have 22.5 hours dual and
3.4 hours solo flying time.
Last Friday morning I departed Maitland airport for my 3rd
area solo. It was a beautiful morning for flying. The air was
smooth and there were still some pockets of fog trapped in the
valleys below, making it all look that little more spectacular. I
made a descending turn back towards the airport and levelled out
at 1000 feet.
Then without warning, my engine failed. I immediately rotated the nose down to maintain a good glide speed. I had a quick
look around and selected a field. With one turn I was lined up and
made a safe landing just outside of Branxton.
Without the extensive training from Chris and Glenn the situation may have had a totally different outcome.
I am very glad that when I learned to fly I learned to
"Flyright"!
Wayne Kirkman c£>

SKYSAILOR

Entries Close: 12 August 1996
Send entries to: Canungra Classic, c/o Tim Cummings, 193 Hawken
Drive, St Lucia, Qld 4067
Enquiries: Tim Cummings (07) 38701615

AUSTRALIAN HANG GLIDING NATIONALS - HAY

A ustralian Competitions

28 December 1996 to 5 January 1997
Entry fee - $220 if received by 30 November 1996, $250 thereafter.
Entry fee includes information booklet, map, film & processing
(back-up films at extra cost to pilots) and presentation night party.

Gillies, Far North Queensland

Trophies will be awarded to 1st, 2nd and 3rd in the following categories:-

22-23 September 1996
Catering for all levels of competition with great prizes, trophies and
prize money. Contact the Cairns Hang Gliding Club secretary Scott
Payten 070 558559 h.

EungeUa North Queensland
25 September - 2 October 1996.
Catering for all levels of competition with great prizes, trophies and
prize money. Contact Rob Saliba for accommodation and information
on 079 584509 or fax 069 584503.

1996 Canungra Classic
Dates: 5-12 October 1996
Venue: Canungra
Area: SE Queensland
Maximum Entries: 70 pilots
Entry Fee: To be determined (approx $190). To secure an entry
please send refundable deposit of$IOO.
Entry Requirements: intermediate rating (or higher), data back camera, fun personality

AA

Pilots ranked I - 25 on the National Ladder plus all international pilots

A

Pilots ranked 26 to 75 on the National Ladder + all other A
grade pilots

B

Pilots ranked 76 to 100 on the National Ladder

C

Pilots ranked over 100

Ladies

Will include Australian and International pilots

A trophy will also be awarded to the Australian Sporting Champion.
A minimum of 4 paid entries per team to secure a strip. It's the pilots'
responsibility to organise themselves into teams. The competition is
open to all pilots who hold a towing endorsement and HGFA membership.
Cameras are essential, GPS permitted.
Registration and enquiries should be forwarded to "Western Victorian
Hang Gliding Club" C/- RMB 236B, Trawalla, Victoria 3373 together
with name, address and contact numbers and glider number if still on
from previous competitions.

Geoff Tulloch flying Xtralite 164
is the new 1996 Australian
National Champion.
Congratulations from
all at Moyes!
Moyes Delta Gliders Pty Ltd
I 73 Bronte Road
Waverle y NSW 2024 Au stralia
Tel : 02 387 5622 Fax : 02 3874472

June 1996
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Further enquiries should be directed to: Meg Bailey - 014 678871,
Phillip Campbell - 053 428569, Sandra Holtkamp - 053
492845

Overseas Competitions
Russian Comps
27 June - 10 July - Russia Nationals (HG)
11 - 22 July - Russia Cup (HG)
30 July - 10 August - Siberia Cup (pG)

Please contact Vladimir Mitin, President of Altai HG & PG Assoc.
fax 3852 260897, phone 3852 221487 or write Lenin Prospekt 69,
POB 67, 656015 Barnaul, Russia.

1996 Canadian National Hang Gliding
Championships

••.•.........•••••••.•...........•••••..•.......••••...
6th World Microlight Championships South Africa
Date: 31 July - 10 August 1996

Entries required by 5 March 1996. Contact The Aero Club of South
Africa, tel. (011) 805 036689, fax (011) 805 2765

..............................................................
1996 U.S. National/Open Paragliding Championships and
Fly-in

24 July to 31 July with 31 July & 1 August reserve

For additional information, call 206-689-6221 or address e-mail to
kurious@halcyon.com.

.........................................................
Gajah Mungkur Cup 1996 Wonogiri Java Indonesia
Date: 14-25 August 1996

Opening ceremony 16th, comp days 17-25th, closing 25th

Dates: 30 June - 6 July 1996
Fees: CDN$70.00
Site: Eastend Saskatchewan Canada
Type: towing with ridge days (weather permitting)

Entry fee: USD $150 or Rp 345,000. This includes discounted airfares
& excess baggage, accommodation discounts, one film & map, glider
transport & retrieval.

Contact: Mike Rebling w 306 352 3337, h 306 586 8679, Garth
Hemming w 306 259 3233, fax 306 2953581

Initial registration for Australian pilots C/- HGFA office 069 472888.

Hang Gliding & Paragliding X-country
Invitational
Date: July 28-August 2 1996
Where: Golden BC Canada
Entry Fee: $250 CON
Prize money: $20,000 CDN

Further information: fax (403) 2720450 or email to porteuor@cadvision.com

Possible total prize money US $7,500-10,000.

Open de Portugal
Seia - Serra da Estrela
9-14 September 1996

Hang gliding - Open & National Championships
Paragliding - Parallel Open competition
Entry fee: U$130 (20,000 Escudos)
Includes: 7 nights free accommodation (shared) & breakfast, transport to take-off, main road retrievals, T-shirt, local maps & films,
Dinner party, special prizes for the I st lOin both hang and
paragliding.
Serra da Estrela is a 2000 metre high mountain located in the north
of Portugal near the Spanish border (Salamanca - Guarda)
For more info contact Miguel Santana, Delta Clube Estoril, ph
+351.1.9240056, fax +351.1.4671197, mob +351.931.256625

International Pamukkale Paragliding Cup '96
Test competition for lst World Air Games
Anatolia, Thrkey
Date: 7-19 September 1996

The I st World Air Games '97 will be organised at the same venue
on the same dates.
For further information contact HGFA 069 472888.

World Hang Gliding Series
24-31 July: Reno, Nevada (USA). Ray Leonard, 3650 Research
Way #22, Carson City, NV 89706 USA. Tel: +1 7028837070, fax
+1 7028844030
The Sydney Mlcrolight Centre is Sydney's closest
approved mlcrollght training facility, located at
Wollongong Airport, south of Sydney on the F6.

Learn to fly at our fully eM licensed airport and avoid
hours spent travelling to distant country airstrips.

THE SYDNEY MICROLIGHT CENTRE
Trial Instruction flights and flight training
available seven days a week (weather permitting,.
PAUL HAINES (Chief Flying Instructor,
Telephone:

(042) 941 031 (office) 018603 009 (airfield)
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20-25 August: Preddvor, Slovenia. Bojan Marcic, Ziebe Li, 61215
Medvode, Slovenia. Tel/fax: +386 61612646.

PWCA Provisional Calendar 1996
Grindelwald, Switzerland
3-7 July. The Secretary, Sportzentrum, tel ++ 41 3653 1212, fax
++41 3653 3088
Granada, Spain
15-20 July. Club de Parapente Draco, tel ++ 34 58 488560, fax
++34 58488726
Chamonix, France
27 Aug - I Sep. Yves Mollier, tel ++33 5055 5281, fax ++335054
5295 Ii>
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COMPETITION COMMITTEE MEETING
T

he competition committee was held a meeting in Newcastle on
the 4th of May to discuss a range of topics, a brief summary of
which follows.

There has been a number of complaints and queries about the
sanction system for determining competition ladder points. The meeting found that there was deficiencies in the system although (amazingly) not in the areas of the complaints!
The committee has agreed that the sanction system is desirable as
it allows pilots to budget their competitions and that competition ladder points will be largely predictable and not open to variation by the
whim or otherwise of the top competition pilots. It does in effect
require the top pilots to attend the top comps if they wish to remain
top pilots. Also, if you are good enough you can budget to attend only
selected comps and keep a high national ladder presence. This is of
particular importance for all the amateur pilots trying to climb the
national ladder.

The sanction values for the next season is anticipated
to be:
Hay Nationals
Forbes pre-worlds
Canungra
Bogong cup

AAA
AAA
AA
AA

Eungella
Gillies

B
C

For the 97/98 season:
Forbes
Bogong cup
Canungra
NSW titles

National teams only
AAA
AA(A) Oct. 97 tow meet on the Darling Downs?
AA(A) March 98, may need to be combination
towihill launch, and/or be restricted to Aust. pilots
only.

The PG committee have a competition calendar in the works also
but I don 't have details on this at the moment.
There is (as usual) a need for more competent competition organising crews, and for these crews to come forward with proposals for
competitions, especially state and regional titles. It seems, also, that
there is considerable ignorance amongst even top competition pilots
about the rules governing Australian competitions. A lot of complaints and queries could be avoided if more pilots got hold of copies
of the competition rules (and read them).
If you have any inputs or queries about competition matters feel
free to harass the compo committee conveyor, Mark Newland, at 13
Young Street, Coledale NSW 2460.

Mike Zupanc <§;>

MICROLIGHT TRAINING
Training to pilot certificate and beyond in the school's aircraft or your own.
No need to buy an aircraft right away as students can use the school's aircraft for all dual training, solo
consolidation and endorsment training.
You're not disadvantaged if you are a slow learner. We offer cheaper rates with an advance in hours.
When you buy a new aircraft via our school we will credit you 10 hours training time.
Our aircraft hire rates are priced so that you can enjoy your flying.
You are trained in a relaxed country environment. Your instructor, Kevin Magennis is one of Australia's
most respected and experienced instructors. With over 4,000 hours flying time up his sleeve, you could
say he has a "black belt" in flying. Magen, as he is known to his friends, still enjoys being up there with

AEROTOWING
Learn to aerotow or consolidate your current techniques in the beautiful Gloucester valley.
Test your cross country skills around a triangular course or ridge race your mates along the range.
Aerotows to 5000ft are available on the stable days, 2000ft tows on unstable days.

OTHER ACTIVITIES
Canoe the Barrington and Gloucester rivers.
Go horse riding.
Play golf at the renowned Gloucester country club.
Send your partner for a ride on the back of a Harley Davidson with the local tour operator.
Plenty of areas for bushwalking, swimming and fishing or throw snow at each other in winter time.
All this plus more just three hours from Sydney or one hour from Taree.

Gloucester Flexwing Sports
Operating from Gloucester Aero Club, ph 065581274 Email magen@midcoast.com.au
June 1996
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Operations Manager's Report
Good one Godfrey Wenness - your article on reserve parachutes
(April Skysailor) was excellent. I ask that you all read it and check
your reserve (might help fill in one of those un-jlyable winter
Saturdays).
There have also been two excellent articles on radios. thanks to
Jerry Stipek (April Skysailor) and John Reynoldson (May Skysailor).
With the increasing trend toward using airports for towing it is vital to
have good radio communications with other aircraft.
I plan on revisiting the various clubs over the next year, beginning
with the ACT clubs in July -looking forward to seeing you all then.

Risky Aviation
As a hang glider, paraglider or micro light pilot you are no doubt
constantly reminded of the public perception that we are a pack of
lunatics. Some recent correspondence may well support that there are
some lunatics amongst us, though the vast majority of us know better.
Unfortunately this perception of sport aviators is supported by many
GA pilots. Recently a paper was circulated by AOPA (Aircraft
Owners and Pilots Association of Australia) suggesting reforms to
aviation safety regulation and airspace management. This paper did
have some valid suggestions for a restructure of the regulation of
Australian aviation, with the primary aim of reducing the cost of safe
air travel to both the public and private GA pilots.
However, I have a problem with the author's suggestions in
regard to sport aviation and I quote:

"An adventure aviation category should be introduced so that
participants in risky aviation activities such as parachuting. hang
gliding. war birds. etc, are adequately informed of the risks involved
and existing safety resources are not ineffectively allocated to these
pursuits.
The only provisos should be that the participant is well informed
of the degrees of risk and non participating third parties are adequately protected. Australians are allowed to make individual decisions in relation to risk in areas as varied as rock fishing. paid pillion
riding on motor cycles or white water rafting. There should be no reason why risk taking in aviation is any different, prOViding participants
are well informed. "
Talk about categorised!
This paper also quoted some figures on the number of fatalities
per 100,000 hours for various aircraft. Again I quote:
Boeing 747 (RPT)
Beech King Air (RPT)
Cessna 414 (Charter)
Cessna 172 (Private)

- 0.03
- 0.2
- 0 .8
- 1.5

I would like to add figures
hang glider (sport) - 1.62 "risky" indeed!

from

our

operations:

The author is obviously unaware that sport aviation instructors are
already required to inform members of the public taking introductory
flights of the dangers involved. And as to the inference that "safety
resources are ineffectively allocated to these pursuits", I would argue
that the pittance the HGFA receives is very well spent in raising safety standards. I would bet that recent increases in safety throughout
our sports would compare most favourably with those in GA (for a
fraction of the cost).

Overtaking Other Gliders

liANG GLIDING SCHOOL
Come and test fly the new Shark! We have
two sizes available to test fly - 144 and 156.
Check out the cleanest wing available and its
ease of handling on the ground and in the air.
Give us a call. We can get you airborne most
days of the week. Only 1.5 hours from
Melbourne.

Get a price from us on:Radios & head-sets

Choice of parachutes

Hook knives

Choice of harnesses

Choice of helmets

Gloves & hand fairings

Air speed indicators

Choice of wheels

Compasses

Choice of gliders

Variety of books

Tow bridles, ropes &

Choice of varios

gauges

RMB 236B, Trawalla 3373

Ph/Fax: 053492845, Mobile: 014678734
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Whilst reviewing the theory examinations recently, problems
were highlighted when overtaking on a ridge. Section 6.7.4 of the
Ops Manual states:

"When overtaking another aircraft. that aircraft has the right of
way. A hang glider or paraglider engaged in ridge soaring shall
overtake by passing between the ridge and the other aircraft. Other
than when ridge soaring the OVERTAKING aircraft shall alter
course to the RIGHT."
There were suggestions to change this rule to read that if the ridge
is on the right, a glider cannot overtake at all. The basis for this argument was that when a paraglider is soaring close to a ridge there is a •. ,
danger of a mid-air when a hang glider attempts to squeeze between "
the ridge and the glider. I would argue that this rule is not necessary
given that where there is the risk of a mid-air, no attempt should be
made to overtake at all. Safety must come first.
The fact that the concerns in this regard have come out of
Stanwell Park is of no surprise. I suggest that the problem would be
overcome with a dose of consideration and courtesy. Where a pilot
is aware that another glider is approaching to overtake (whether a
hang glider or a paraglider) the safest option is for the glider being
overtaken to move out from the ridge or tum into wind momentarily
to give the other glider more room. The onus of right of way is still
with the overtaking glider though with a little courtesy a greater margin of safety is achieved.
Whilst talking safety margins, I remind you that Section 6.7.3 of
the Ops Manual requires hang gliders and paragliders to "remain
clear of other hang gliders and/or paragliders by at least 20 metres
horizontally and 100 feet vertically".

SKYSAILOR

Annual Aircraft inspections

Attention All Pilots
Please note that there has been a change for some states in the Regional
levy. Payment for membership renewal should be made as follows:
Membership Fee (Full)
- $105.00
Membership Fee (Family) - $50.00
PLUS
Your State/Regional levy - $
(ie NSW $25.00)
Any insurance fees
Also note that any renewals received after renewal expiry date, may be
excluded from the Skysailor mailing list, as the list is forwarded to Marie
early in the month.
Therefore we urge pilots to pay membership renewals prior to their
membership expiry date so as no issues are missed.

The HGFA is against introduction of
annual inspection of all microlights for reregistration. The introduction of any new
requirements must be justified by a genuine
safety need. To date there has been no need
substantiated. I believe that the HGFA's mandate is to provide systems to ensure that safety levels are maintained without unduly
increasing the cost to members. The onus is
on the owner operator to ensure that aircraft
are appropriately maintained.

Modifying Microlights

Gavin's reference to Market Place ads
has some basis, though I must say that most
of these ads are merely pointing out various
models of the aircraft (such as the short
If anyone has any queries regarding fees or late payment please contact
wheel base - I assume referring to an early
me at the HGFA office between 8.00 am and 4.00 pm Monday to Friday.
model Edge; or the modified mast - this mod
was required following a factory retrofit proMargaret
gram after a mast problem in early Edges).
When buying any aircraft the purchaser must
use a little common sense and ensure that
For microlights the separation distance from other microlights is
any modification is appropriate. A modification which affects the air30 metres horizontally and 100 feet vertically.
worthiness of the aircraft must be inspected and approved. This must
be carried out by a person approved under CAR 35 to carry out such
Landowner Relations
approvals. The modification must then be logged in the Aircraft
Following several complaints to CASA from irate landowners I
Maintenance Log as required by Section 9.8 of the Ops Manual.
have been asked to again point out our responsibilities in regard to
Accidentslincidents
private property. Our operations on any private property are dependent entirely on the goodwill of the landowner. It is the responsibility
Paul Haines of the Sydney Microlight Centre has sent me a copy
of all pilots to respect the rights of landowners. Fortunately most
of a recent British Microlight Aircraft Association Accident Survey.
landowners tolerate our operations, though there are some exceptions.
When new to an area, pilots must gain information regarding properties to be avoided or any special local procedures. As there may not
always be local Safety Officers on the site, club contacts are provided
in Skysailor. Please use these contacts.

------"
COLD ?!

p--- ------ ---

It is the responsibility of pilots outlanding after a cross country
flight:

to avoid stock and areas of improved pasture;
to ensure that all gates and fences are left as found;
to avoid having retrieve vehicles drive into properties without gaining permission; and
to seek out landowners to thank them for the use of their property.
Failing to follow these rules can adversely impact on any future
operations - a little effort goes a long way in maintaining good relations with landowners.

Microlight Maintenance Matters
I must comment on the matters raised by Gavin Wills in his letter
published in the May Skysailor. The incident in which Gavin was
involved at the Great Eastern Fly-in was covered in my March report,
incident No 8.

Aircraft Maintenance Logs
Gavin 's engine out was caused by an internal engine problem
which did not become apparent during regular maintenance inspections. In his first letter Gavin criticised the owner of the borrowed
microlight for not having the Aircraft Maintenance Log on board the
aircraft. This is not mandatory. The aircraft had been appropriately
maintained and a log kept. There is no requirement to have the log on
board the aircraft.
There was a Maintenance Release system circulated to microlight
instructors. After considering instructor feedback it was decided that
introduction of the system was not warranted. However I have suggested to microlight operators who are cross-hiring aircraft or where
more than one person regularly use the aircraft that a Maintenance
Release system be used, though this is not mandatory.
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NQ need to freeeze ....
AU6tralia'6 moat popular ultralight flying suit I
Not a copy, the original! Our flyIng ,;uit;9 will keep you warm! Hea")! duty
rain re,;i,;t;ant; oukr fabriC. 50ft thermal
lined Inner fabriC. full length ~
Zip9 for ea5e of u,;e. leg zip,; 50 you can
get in an out; with your boot,; on. ,;oft
cuff,;. ,;oft knitted collar zip9 up to a
polo neck. 5 normal pocket,; & 2 gecurity pocket9. Include9 zip on/off in9ulated
hood . Any colour 50 long a9 it9 green.
It'e great!

ONL Y...
$133.00

GET WARM

Size XS.S,M,L.xLXXL.xxxL)(XX)(L.
Size exchange OK for C09t of P05t/Pack
P05tage. packing and handling $ 16.00
Phone/fax or mail order,; wit;h your credit ca rd detail5. Cheque or COD aloo OK.

PO BOX 182, NORTH BALWYN, VIC, 3104

(03) 9431-2131, (03) 9744-1305
24HR FAX (03) 9431-1869

.--------- --------_.
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Paul volunteered to get a similar circular going in Australia. Sounds a
great idea to me, thanks Paul. Paul also made the following comments: "Can Australians read and learn from the mistakes of other?
Obviously the Poms can't as they keep making the same mistakes. "
The BMAA survey listed accidents in the UK during the last three
quarters of 1995. There were three fatal accidents in the UK during
this period. Though space does not allow reproduction of the entire
survey, I will reprint the comments of the compiler, AI Payne. It is
apparent that we are faced with similar causes of accidents as the
Brits.

"We seem to have run into the whole gamut of reasons for prangs
in '95. Overconfidence, under-confidence, complacency, arrogance,
sheer stupidity and rank bad luck, but the vein that runs most prominently through the reports is INEXPERIENCE!! Of the 50 air incidents reported no less than 35 involved pilots who were under training, or who had less than 50 hrs. This seems to lend credence to the
old adage 'You really learn to fly after you have qualified' and perhaps gives food for thought for the Training Committee. "
The first two of the following reports are from the BMAA survey.

No1
Pilot:
Experience:
Aircraft:
Pilot injury:
Aircraft Damage:

MicroJight Pilot
Not known
Two place micro light
Minor
Severe

Description: At approximately 150-200 ft on climb out, the
engine stopped. The pilot attempted a return to the runway, but as he
rolled right, the aircraft lost height rapidly and impacted a standing
crop of corn before levelling was achieved. The pilot escaped comparatively unharmed but the aircraft was severely damaged. The cause of

A Rare Opportunity
Hang Gliding/Paragliding School

FOR SALE
For the past 6 years Sun City Hang Gliding School has
been owned and operated by Ross Duncan at Newcastle in
the Hunter Valley just 2 hours north of Sydney. Supported
by major manufacturers such as Moyes Delta Gliders and
AirBorne, close by.
The region is at the hub of the sport with good sites for
hang gliding and paragliding. Training sites to advanced
coastal and inland foot and tow launch venues are within
15 minutes to 1 hour distance. There is a huge everexpanding market (client base).
The school was recently renamed Sun City Flight Sports
due to the recent introduction of paragliding and available
adventure sports ie Tiger Moth, helicopter, sailplane, trike,
aerobatic Pitts Special flights and tandem skydiving.
Promotions gearing up for the Sydney 2000 Olympics and
beyond. Selling for health reasons.

For more information on purchasing your
flying future.

Phone/fax Ross Duncan on 049 431900
12

HGFA Car Stickers
Now available
$1.50 each
(see also merchandise on page 4)
Call HGFA on 069 472888

the engine failure was fuel starvation due to the fuel pick up pipe not
correctly coupled.

No2
Pilot:
Experience:
Aircraft:
Pilot Injury:
Aircraft Damage:

Student Pilot
Not known
Two place microJight
Fatal
Severe

Description: A student pilot was briefed to carry out a solo flight,
to practise flight procedures for forced landings without power and
general flight consolidation. About an hour into the flight, at approx.
500 ft, the trike was seen to fall vertically away from the wing and
plunge into a crop field, fatally injuring the pilot.
Comments: This aircraft type, a Mainair Mercury, is not common
in Australia, though this accident highlights the need to replace the
hang bolt as recommended.

No3
Pilot:
Experience:
Aircraft:
Pilot Injury:
Aircraft Damage:
Conditions:
Location:

Restricted Pilot
12 hours
Intermediate hang glider
Fractured sternum
Control frame, small sail tear
12-15 knots
Coastal dunes (4 or 5 metres high)

Description: The pilot had successfully soared these dunes in
the past, though in more wind. The pilot considered the wind 'marginal ', though with plenty of beach out front and as a local photographer was present, he decided to give it a go. The pilot maintained
height on the first pass, having to fly close to stall to do so. On
encountering turbulence from rocks at the end of the beach a wing
stalled, the glider turned crosswind and lost height quickly. The
control frame impacted the ground and collapsed, a base bar wheel
impacted the pilot's chest. The pilot may have been more seriously
injured had it not been for his chest mounted parachute.
Comments: Soaring smaIl sites is difficult in marginal conditions. As always, added flying speed must be maintained when low
to the ground, or when turbulence might be encountered. As is often
the case, the added pressure of the camera probably contributed to
the decision to fly.

No4
Pilot:
Experience:
Aircraft:
Pilot Injury:
Aircraft Damage:
Conditions:
Location:

Restricted Pilot
34 hours
intermediate hang glider
Dislocated left shoulder
Nil
2 knot tailwind
Inland landing paddock

Description: Pilot chose a good clear LZ, a mistimed flare in
the light tailwind led to a nose in. Pilot held onto control frame on
impact, dislocating shoulder.
Comments: The pilot had previously dislocated the shoulder
more than once in anotHer sport. SmaIl wheels would have provided
a slower deceleration as the glider touched down and may have
avoided pilot injury.

SKYSAILOR

riting to Skysailor is always on my
list of Things To Do, but it is
almost never at the top. It keeps
getting shoved down towards the bottom by
more urgent clamouring tasks. Occasionally
it struggles upwards and sometimes, like
now, even breaks the surface.

W

It is easy to see, looking back over my
diary over the last few months, why I've not
written for a while. I spent many happy days
of my annual leave at the 5th Womens
Worlds, as dogs body to Craig Worth and
Paul Mollison. "Somebody has to do the
dirty jobs," they kept telling me, threatening
to make me clean the toilet on Mt Emu.
Mostly the 'dirty jobs' meant eating dust in
the Pajero, hauling the unfortunate competitors out of the bomb out for a reflight. Being
lunch monitor was hazardous, and with one
exception the company couldn't have been
better.

As I've been encouraging members to
take an active rote in airspace management, I
left myself with no excuse for not attending
my local (200 km away) RAPAC Meeting. I
was warmly welcomed by all present and
used the opportunity to start addressing some
of the misconceptions about our sport that
are so prevalent outside our own community.
My attendance reinforced for me the importance of our active participation in these
meetings, particularly to prevent arbitrary
airspace changes that adversely impact our
flying.
At the end of March I headed off to
Adelaide to meet the new members of the
Board. With experienced Board members
like Paul Mollison and Mark Pike retiring
you may understand my unease and trepidation. My concerns were unfounded. With a
little coaching and encouragement the new
Board rose to the task and accepted the yoke
that was passed to them.
The change in makeup of the Board coincided with the conclusion of a number of
programs in our Development Plan.
Dominating the Plan has been the focus on
operations and regulation, to take responsibility for this from CASA in return for
greater flying freedoms . These standards are
now in place and education, compliance and
policing has become a permanent ongoing
activity.
The major initiative arising from the new
Board's review of the Development Plan was
a commitment to club development and pilot
participation as the next phase to growing in
the sport. The Board's primary goal is to see
a much better retention rate of students coming out of the schools and staying with the
sport, but there are a number of other benefits which should also accrue such as better
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run clubs. Most clubs should find· themselves
involved in programs to improve their effectiveness and attractiveness to members and
to provide stimulating and rewarding flying
activities to assist new members to achieve
their dreams.

The major initiative arising
from the new Board's review of
the Development Plan was a
commitment to club development and pilot participation as
the next phase to growing in
the sport.

To make this happen it was first necessary to ensure that the organisation has the
necessary resources, money, hours and materials to ensure its success. The Board's advisory committees have been revised to reflect
the new directions of the Board, and I am an
active member of the Planning and Finance
Committee. Its first meeting transformed the
directions set by the new Board into a conservative budget for the next financial year.
This should see the programs of the
Development Plan implemented without
increasing member subscriptions and with a
small surplus to spare.
I am also putting time into the Australian
Sports Aviation Confederation, and through
this peak body, to build relationships with
other sports aviation bodies and stakeholders
at the national level and to develop a consistent view of where sport aviation should be
headed. I am taking an active interest in the
current airspace review and the upcoming
review of sport aviation recently announced
by the Minister as the follow up to the Morris
Enquiry to ensure that our flying operations
achieve the maximum autonomy possible.

agement team . Assurances from the highest
levels of CASA and the Ministry of
Transport carry some weight. Moreover the
HGFA's net cost to the Government for sport
regulation is of the order of -$300,000 per
annum (that is right, minus). It would be
most surprising if any action were taken by
the regulators that is firstly inconsistent with
stated policy and secondly would increase
Government expenditure.
The AUF's scare mongering is misguided, politically costly and does not serve the
interests of itself or the rest of sports aviation. I appreciate the AUF's concern with
certain sections of the SAAA proposal but I
fail to see how attempting to stampede their
constituency can have any effect other than
to draw questions about the judgement of the
AUF's management of this issue.
In amongst all of this dull duty I've actually found time to fly too. I organised a towing seminar for Tasmanian pilots, with
Rohan Holtkamp and his brother Shane over
as instructors. This and the subsequent activity was an enormous success and has revitalised the lackadaisical Tasmanian club. A
few flights in Kiewa Valley after the
Women's Worlds field had departed were
very pleasant too.
I'd best finish now and get back to some
of the other demands on my list. As always [
am available at any time to listen to your
concerns. Enjoy your winter flying and as
our Operations Manager keeps stressing,
"Never sacrifice safety for the sake of convenience".
One last thing. It is appropriate that I
thank Paul Mollison and Mark Pike publicly
for the enormous amount of work they have
done to reshape the organisation. Without
their leadership, management skills and
vision of the organisation's future and
unceasing attention to the structure, operations and finances necessary to see this
achieved I am certain that none of us would
be flying today. They deserve our deepest
gratitude and thanks for their efforts and I
will miss their support and dedication.

Dominating matters at this level is the
Rohan Grant, #72266, HGFA President
strained relationship that the AUF has with
and
ASA C Treasurer .",
other sports aviation at the
moment. Unfortunately this is
demanding precious time that
really should be spent elsewhere,
I
I
and undermining the credibility
I
of sports aviation.
I
I
Let me reassure you that I do
I
not share the panicky, "sky is
Easy to use satellite navigation systems,
falling" view of the SAAA proI
I
Small size, small price, from UFM ...
posed experimental category
I
model espoused by one or two
I
individuals in the AUF's man-

r------- -------.
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•
(0:3) 94:31 -21:31
••
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Special approval will be sought for powered
hang gliders and ultralights to fly in, and for
all sports aircraft to operate in controlled airspace at the airport during the period of the
Air Pageant. All aircraft requiring special
approval to operate in controlled airspace
must be registered with the Organiser.

A

For details and registration, please contact the organiser, Allan Taylor by phone 06
2886311 or by fax on 06 2880830.

New Glider
Moyes Delta Gliders is proud to introduce to its line of gliders, the MAX. The
MAX has been designed to provide the easiest handling and combine it with high perforMoyes
MAX is
an
mance.
The
intermediate/advanced glider with variable
geometry. This is an ideal recreational glider
and a very versatile one. Because it has a
variable geometry, the glider can be de-tuned
for easier handling and controllability while
thermalling, take off and landings. It has a
broad speed range with excellent low speed
performance.

The MAX comes in a 157 and a 143
which is near completion. The 157 is certified to the German Giitesiegal.

Specifications:
Sail area
Wing span
Aspect ratio
Nose angle
Double surface
Top battens per side
Bottom battens per side
Weight
Recommended pilot hook
in weight

157 sq ft
32 '3"
6.6
125°
70%
7
2

661bs

Three world record claims have been
cancelled:
Niki Hamilton claiming a triangle distance of 118 km on 7 December 1995 in
Australia; Richard Westgate claiming a multiplace distance of 76 km on 7 December
1995 in South Africa, and Kat Thurston
claiming a distance via a single turnpoint of
290 km on 25 December 1995 in South
Africa.

154-2401bs

Contact your Moyes dealer or Moyes
Gliders on 02 3875622.

The new MOYES MAX

FAI World Record Cancellations

Gliders Pass
Certification
Word
from
AirBorne
Windsports
Pty Ltd at Redhead is
that the Shark 156 and
144 has passed the
vehicle testing of the
USHGMA certification
program.
Contact AirBorne
on 049 499199.

Coifs Harbour Air
Pageant A Salute
to Aviation
Saturday 24 and
Sunday 25 August

1996
Coffs Harbour will
be celebrating the 50th
Anniversary of the first
Butler Air Transport
DC-3 passenger service
from Sydney to the far
north coast of NSW. A
two day fly-in and Air
Pageant will include
aircraft of all types
from model aircraft to
military
aircraft.
Paragliders, hang gliders, gliders, parachutes,
powered
parachutes,
powered hang gliders,
ultralights, homebuilts,
vintage aircraft, war
birds and heavy metal
are
all
welcome.

Big Is Beautiful At Harley
The large Harley Eclipse paragJider is
ready to join the Harley range after being
awarded a performance class pass in AFNOR
aero tests last month.
Harley claims these intermediate wings
are ideal for the club pilot and are shipping
fast.
Harley also claims that the Eclipse is a
perfect wing for paramotoring being
designed with ease of launch in mind.
For further info contact Harley on +44
1242228869 or fax +441242228807.

News Release from the Paragliding
World Cup Association
Due to promotion and increased workload at his place of work, Zico Franke regrets
that he has to resign his office as President of
the PWCA, since his new duties will take
him away from home for 10 months of the
year.
Members of the Committee and pilot
members of the PWCA wish to express their
thanks to Zico for his past work and dedication, and for carrying the PWCA through a
difficult stage of reconstruction during the
last two and a half years.
Olivier Burghelle is standing in as temporary President until the General Assembly
in September at Chamonix (during the PWC
Final in August-September).
Joe Hayler, also plans to step down from
his current position of General Secretary of
the PWCA, and will relinquish this post after
3 years at the General Assembly.
Any persons interested in taking on these
roles, and believing themselves suitable candidates, should apply to the Treasurer,
Olivier Burghelle. Please note these are voluntary positions and only necessary expenses
incurred due to PWCA duties will be repaid.

SKYSAILOR
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NOTICE TO PILOTS INTENDING TO
FLY IN ACT
Arrangements for flying at the Pig Hill site have altered. The hillside landing
paddock is closed - there are to be NO LANDINGS in this paddock as the
farmer has planted a crop in it.
The official landing paddock is directly below the hill, on the eastern side of
Mountain Creek Road. Gates in this paddock are not to be touched - stiles have
been provided for access to and from the road. Cars are to be parked near the
stile, not on the western side of the road. UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES ARE
STOCK TO BE INTERFERED WITH. If you think there is a problem, notify an
appropriate person.
If intending to fly anywhere in the ACT, contact either the Association President,
or the Senior Safety Officer, whose details appear on the first page of Skysailor.
We nearly lost the Pig Hill site - please assist us by respecting these requirements.
ACTHGA

Olivier Burghelle, Kerprat, 22290
Pleguien, France, tel +33 96 70 01 25, fax
+339670 1057

FAI (Federation Aeronautique
Internationale) News
World Air Games

requmng higher wind velocities to launch
safely. However, since this proposal would
involve a change in the definition of (hang
glider), this is subject to approval by the
FAI General Air Sport Commission (CASI).
1996 sees the first season of the FAI
World Hang Gliding Series, with five events
featuring on the calendar.

The increasingly close cooperation
between the FAIICIVL and the Paragliding
World Cup (PWC) has been further reinforced. The respective presidents have
reached an agreement allowing the PWC to
operate within the framework of the FAl,
whilst preserving its separate identity. They
also agreed to cooperate on certain specific
projects.

Environmental Commission
This new Technical Commission held its
first annual meeting recently. Its objectives
were defrned as :
- to evaluate the influence of air sports on
the environment;
- to develop a FAI policy aimed at maintaining and improving conditions for the
development of air sports while respecting realistically demonstrated environmental interest;
- to advise Council and air sport
Commissions on environmental matters
affecting air sports.
The Commission has already started
work, in conjunction with ICAO and ISO
(International Standards Organisation), in the
area of noise, aiming to (reduce noise whilst
increasing activity). Ii>

The preparations for the World Air
Games (Turkey, 5-21 September 1997) have
now reached an intensive publicity stage.
After a successful public launch in
Turkey, the organising team participated in
MIP-TV 96 (International TV Programme
Trade Fair) in Cannes, France. This Fair is a
world media showcase which gave FAl and
the Turkish Air Association unparalleled
opportunities for sensitising and informing
media decision-makers about the World Air
Games project. The next stop is New York,
where the Turkish organising committee is
planning to hold a major press conference.

News From FAI Air Sport
Commissions
Eight of the FAl Air Sport Commissions
and Technical Commissions held their annual
meetings in the early months of the year. All
confirmed their fuJI support for the World
Air Games project and made final decisions
about the championships which would be
held in Turkey next year. Several decided to
organise fuJI-scale trial competitions this
year on the sites and on the dates scheduled
for the 1997 World Air Games.

International Hang Gliding
Commission
The definitions of Class I, 2 and 3 hang
gliders were reviewed and clarified in the
light of recent technical developments, so as
to remove aJl ambiguities. In particular, it
was decided that hang gliders had to be footlaunchable and footlandable in nil wind conditions (Le. less than 1 mlsec.).
The Co=ission is proposing a new
(Open Class) of hang-glider for aircraft
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ATTENTION!!! Allfemale hang and parag/ider pilots
This year, in addition to our much looked forward to event, The Womens Fly-in, we are
proposing to organise the inaugural Womens Flying Skills Advancement Clinic.
Venue:
Dates:

Manilla NSW
8th-11th October 1996 (maybe subject to change)

Objective:

To encourage and assist in the:
development of pilot skills and experience
growth in numbers of female pilots participatingin cross country flying and
competitions

A fun and informative 4 day coaching clinic covering areas such as :
developing and improving cross country flying skiJls (practical and theory),
assessing and working on personal strengths and weaknesses,
meteorology - learning to read conditions
competitions: enjoying competition flying
setting personal goals and achieving them
strategies
OPEN FORUM: what your sport can do for you / what you can do for your sport
Outline:

Coaches:

Paragliding - Fred Gungl; Hang gliding - Rohan Holtkamp

Cost:

Participants need to organise their own accommodation (eg. caravan park
$10/night) and meals. The total cost of retrieves and instructor transport (ie.
airfares) will be divided by number of participants

Skill level:

Intermediate rating - 10 hours logged thermal flights plus a strong desire to
commit to cross country and competition flying

NB: I would like to make it clear that the aim of initiating a Worn ens Flying Skills
Advancement Clinic is not to form an elitist group of female pilots, nor to separate men
from women in the sport of flying, but rather to recognise and work on creating a depth of
knowledge and experience amongst female pilots that can be drawn on by all in the future,
and to ensure the continued growth of female participation in our sport.
The proposed Skills Advancement Clinic and its budget is currently pending HGFA
approval. We are looking forward to this approval, and ask all interested female pilots to
contact either Barbara Utech phone/fax 0755 437237 or Rachel Bain phone 06 2548834

ASAP
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afting around at speeds of
12 mph/ I8 kms, exploring
the small bubbles of lift
that normally only butterflies turn in.
One minute I 'm in supine cranking it
round in a free lift to the clouds and
the next I'm flying in prone, streamlining my body shape and trying to
conserve as much altitude as possible as I go for my next glide. This
Skyfloating lark is the kind of fun
that I have been missing for a long
time.

W

I wonder how

could soar a hill so small and so shallow with
today's wings, except, that is, with the exception of a Skyfloater perhaps.
I spent the next 3 or 4 years buzzing
around on 4th generation (Exposed Cross
Boom) gliders, normally in a supine harness
and changing to prone when competing.
Competing in those days was great fun.
Gliders still only weighed 50 lbs (24 kg) and
could be flown by scratching the ridge with
perhaps only a metre or 2 between hill and
wing tip. The climb rate of these gliders was
good if not better than some of today's
wings. In those days XC was a new thing.
We were still learning about weather conditions and the gliders'

r---------,r------r-____

(46kg) for some of the top wings or should I
call them planks. It's small wonder that so
many pilots suffered from back and neck
problems, hiking up hills of up to 1000 ft
(300 metres) high and then trying to steer a
plank around the sky for a couple hours is no
fun. Now, for the first time we were mass
producing wings that would never be flown
by the new and advancing pilots. Up until
this point most Hang Gliders were being
flown and passed down until they were completely worn out or trashed.
Many of you will know this next chapter
in our history. We're going for speed, lighter
carrying weights and better handling,
although a bit twitchy in turbulence and loadsa money, well at least for us experienced
pilots. For the newcomer a choice of super
engineered Intermediate hang gliders (loads
of money) or a paraglider (Ioadsa fun) at a
fraction of the cost. For those few who tried
hang gliding during this period and made it
onto today's high performance wings I take
my hat off to you. It would not have been
easy.
Those
that tried
paragliding
had loadsa
fun. Light
weight,
cheap
and
cheerful
flopp y
things. I can
remember
there
were
over 20 students on the
first day of my
paragl iding
course.
The
Instructor
(someone
called
Robert
Whittle)
was
buzzing around
the
training
slope having a
great time. I was
gob
smacked ...
hey haven't you

many of us can
remember when
going flying was
always
fun?
Well most of the
time!
I can
remember my
first couple of
years
hang
gliding. It was
much the same
as my first
year
of
paragliding .
Both
were
great fun and
I couldn't get
enough of it.
So
what
happened
and where
has all the
fun gone?!
I first started flying hang gliders in
1977, just at the time when Hang Gliding
Schools were at their peak. I can remember
there were over 20 students on my course
(quite normal in those days) and none of us
had the foggiest idea what it was really about
until our instructor gave us a demonstration.
Wow, I was gob smacked, watching this guy
(someone called Gerry Breen) skimming
along the slope back and forth, his backside
only inches above the ground and wing tip
almost brushing the grass. We watched him
for 5 or 10 minutes and he was having a
great time and so were we. Flying entertainment at its best. Gerry was test flying the latest glider, a Hiway Scorpion, flying it supine
under the bar. We were on a training hill with
a very shallow slope and about 15 Mph of
wind. I have been back to that hill recently
just for a look, there is no way that anyone
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capabilities
when flying in such conditions. Going XC on
a 4th generation glider was a real hoot (great
fun). Very rarely did you get anxious about
making that next cloud or putting it down in
a strange field . We're talking about relaxed
flying here; wings with great soaring abilities
and very forgiving landing characteristics.
Enter the 5th generation (enclosed Cross
Boom) gliders, ye har, performance and good
flying characteristics. Hang Gliding pilots
were now on the move and within only a few
years we were all flying them. The gap
between beginner and advanced pilot was
starting to widen and it would not be long
before this gap became so big that we
became detached from the struggling intermediate pilot. At this point in our history the
fun was starting to disappear, gliders were
getting heavy and I mean heavy 102 Ibs

heard this before?!
The fact of the matter is that we have
gone very up market. The word affordability
doesn't get used much in the flying world
these days and therefore excludes a huge
market of potential pilots. I can hear some
voices saying we don't want any more pilots,
the sky is already crowded. There's more
space in the sky than there is on Earth!
The point I'm trying to make here is that
paragliding has gone down a similar path to
hang gliding, more expensive, more weight
and performance wings that are becoming
just a little unpredictable in unstable air. I
wonder how many pilots have lost their confidence due to wings with too much performance?

SKYSAILOR

As a retailer of hang gliders and paragliders for over 15 years, I can see the trends.
During this time [ have serviced and repaired
over a 1000 gliders. I have also sold over a
1000 gliders. OK you could say that I'm
boasting and I suppose I wouldn 't deny it.
However I feel that I can talk with some
authority. These are my credentials. I have
seen the fun being replaced with an air of
tenseness, the broken aluminium, the loss of
confidence and the decline in hang gliding
and paragliding. Without new pilots we will
not flourish, schools and instructors will disappear and without them we're doomed.
If you think that I'm being over dramatic
then take a look around you. How many
Hang Gliding Schools in your country? How
many was there a decade ago? We have the
skills and technology to create fun, affordable and user friendly wings. We have drifted
off and almost abandoned the very essence of
flight.
I have come to a point where trying to
sell gliders for a living is impossible, not
enough business to pay the mortgage. I have
sold more equipment over the last couple
years belonging to pilots that have given up
than at any other time. More often than not
these pilots are giving up simply because
they cannot cope with what they are flying. It
doesn 't have to be like this. We can put back
the element of fun into flying. We don 't have
to fly gliders that cost over 3 thousand

pounds to enjoy ourselves. In fact born again
Hang Gliding is here for all and it only costs
half the price, with twice the fun. Skyfloating
maybe the saviour.
Here in the UK we have created
Skyfloating Centres. We have joined together
all Hang Gliding Schools. Each School pays
a small amount towards creating a
Skyfloating Centre advert. This advert is
used in magazines or newspapers to capture
potential pilots that we might not of have
normally advertised to due to high advertising rates. No one individual could afford to
advertise in this way. However all get together and it's easily affordable. We need much
more promotion aimed at those outside of the
Flying World if we are to succeed.
Let's be sure that we understand the concept of a Skyfloater. A Skyfloater is a wing
that should be affordable for the first time
buyer, possess the characteristics of a training glider suitable for first day students. It
should be light to carry (ideally no more than
25 kg), transport friendly, have good, safe
and forgiving low speed flying and landing
characteristics with good handling qualities
and a capability of flying in winds of up to
25 mph.
I am making an appeal to schools, associations and manufactures. Let's work closer
together, let's advertise and promote to the
public as one and share the cost. It can be

done. Currently we spend more money
advertising to ourselves than we spend on
advertising to new markets ... we need new
~
If you are one of those pilots who is
thinking of hanging up the helmet through
loss of confidence or lack of funds, or you
are just looking for more fun with gentle flying speeds, give Skyfloating a try. If XC is
your passion remember paragliders can fly
XC for over 100 miles/ 160 kms with glides
of no more than 7 or 8: I. Skyfloaters have
glides of over 10:1 so you don't necessarily
need a high speed performance wing to fly
long distances. I predict many long XCs with
Skyfloaters this year and many more hours
airtime than usual. Weather permitting of
course. Hang up the floppy, store the speed
machine and out with the Skyfloater.
And there I was, wafting around at
speeds of 12mph/ 18kms, exploring the small
bubbles of lift that normally only butterflies
tum in ... hey, haven't you heard this before?

Try SKYFLOATING.
It's a whole loada/un!
See you up there.

Colin Lark
52 Long Street, Dursley, Glos GL II 418,
England, Tel: 01453 546991 Fax: 01453
546537 \i>

Introducing the latest Reserve Parachute

The HGR 20
Check out these features:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
1O.

Weighs only 2.5 kgs
Totally Australian made
Manufactured in S.E. Queensland
24 hour hot line seven days a week
Always in stock for immediate delivery
Assemb led in deployment bag and ready fo r fitting
Bui lt to the same high standards as skydiving parachutes
Can be repaired by an Austral ian Parachute Federation
approved parachute Rigger "B"
Free owner's manual with every parachute
Other models and sizes avai lable

Proudly manufactured by:

Roochutes Australia Pty Ltd
PO Box 125, Wynnum Q 4178

Phone: 07 38901716
Fax: 07 38901718
June 1996
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XC MOUNTAIN

D ay 1

ADVENTURE
By Andrew (Andy) Kennedy
ix strangers set out from Canberra with
two Norwegian guides for a week hang
gliding in the mountains of northeast Victoria and left for home not only
good friends but far less terrified of
Mount Buffalo.

S

We met at the home of Grant and
Tove Heaney who just happen to have
their own private hill in the back yard,
helped set up the Tarago with racks and
set off for the Kiewa Valley.
For this Queenslander, who hasn ' t
seen a lot of Australia, there was a lot
of enjoyable sight seeing along the way.
Coming into the Kiewa Valley and Mt
Beauty in the afternoon was breathtaking. The autumn colours seeping through
the trees and tinging them with gold was
absolutely stunning.

not only an expert pilot but an expert communicator and judge of the different pilots
skill levels and coaching needs. I'm sure that
all of us are safer taking off in all conditions
now especially light conditions.

We set up camp in a very livable "lodge"
complete with ample bedslbunks and large
living and dining areas well suited to our
morning briefings.

"1 saw the real thing (Mt Buffalo)
and it was much worse than imagined! 1 was terrified to even lean
on the tourist rail let alone stand
on the ramp to help my mates off. "

Allan who was the first off says of Mt
Emu "a great site, launch is like Tumut (a
strip cut out of the trees) but wider and a nice
grassy set up area". Allan made a few K's
and landed with me to pack with the legendary Dermot Meaney, who like any of the
other local flyers we came in contact with,
made us feel extremely welcome.
Walter Kranick was the champ of the
day with II km up the valley and considering the very light thermals and
headwind, this was an achievement.
Sam, who flys mostly at Stanwe ll ,
and had not had a lot of prior exposure
to the joys of inland flight, blew us all
away by continually flying slowly
around in flat circles long after most
people would have given up and
accepted the bomb out paddock so he
became "Circlin Sam" for the rest of
the trip.

DAY2
It didn't take very long to realise that our
tour leader Tove (for Aussies Toe-vah) was

Mt Buffalo; don't worry I won't do
all 7 days to death (although it's tempting).

**** ATTENTION ALL PILOTS ****
NEW HGFA merchandise, which
includes our Polo shirts and Rugby
tops.
'\

HGFA MERCHANDISE
Polo Shirt (featuring HGFA logo) white , green & navy
(sizes 16,18,20,22 ,24)
@
$40.00
Rugby Top (featuring HGFA logo) navy & green
(sizes 16,18,20,22 ,24)
@
Cap with HGFA colour logo red , blue or navy
$9.00
@
Leather Key Ring - metal with colour enamel logo
$6.95
@
$4.95
Metal lapel badge with colour enamel logo
@
$2.95
Embroided Sew-On badge (No Post & Packing)
@
HGFA Hang Gliding Training Video
$55.00
@
$10.00
HGFA Competitions Manual
@
$10.00
HGFA Towing Manual
@
$15.00
Beginning Coaching (Aust. Sports Commision)
@
$20.00
Better Coaching (Aust. Sports Commission)
@
$7.00
Topographic Maps (1 :100,000 or 1:250,000 etc.
Provide details separately)
@
$10.00
HGFA Operations Manual *
@
$15.00
HGFA Ops Manual Binder '
@
$8.00
HGFA Log Book *
• Replacement Prices only - (These items are issued free with initial
Full Membership)
@
$3.00
POST AND PACKING (BULK ORDERS SENT
C.O.D.)
@
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$30.00
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and land his home built sailplane
from the top of the mountain and
where he was reputed to have
lived like a hermit. ( Local pilots
may know more to tell us about
him).
We could not coax the wind
to blow up either of the Corryong
sites very well. The other one
being Mittamatite but some of our
number including Sam and Allan
enjoyed some good height gains.

Circlin' Sam preparing for his first takeofffrom Mt Buffalo.
Photo by Andy Kennedy

It is interesting to me how one can build
up a picture of a site you've never actually
seen eg think about the Owens Valley and the
terror stories of "buckin bronco" thermals
taking you up to 14 grand (which Tove says
was not her experience when she lived there,
just a fantastic place to fly).

Well, Mt Buffalo had developed in my
mind, from Skysailor stories of near misses
and gliders coming back into takeoff or rock
ledges as a fairly awesome place to take off,
then I saw the real thing and it was much
worse than imagined! I was terrified to even
lean on the tourist rail let alone stand on the
ramp to help my mates off.
My Brisbane buddy and co-traveller
Mick had to have trauma counselling to keep
his knees from bruising each other and I was
perpetually trying to get Sam not to walk
backwards towards the edge of the cliff while
taking photos of the white knuckled tribe
gradually being talked off the edge when
lulls occurred in the near vertical breeze
coming onto the ramp. It must be that
extreme anxiety is good for take-off concentration. Tove was complimentary of everyone's take offs. Mick, Walter, Allan, David
and Rune (pronounced Roo-nah) all "skied
out". Walter seemed to be able to fly anywhere in the district and gain height eventually having to resort to aerobatics to lose
height and land at Mystic.
Circlin Sam took off from Mystic
extremely well, earning his place the next
day on the dreaded Buffalo ramp.
From observations of take offs in different conditions over the week it seems that we
should learn the right attitude for our glider
(nose down but not so far as to threaten having a good run) then always pull in as soon
as airborne. If we take care not to start until
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wings are balanced, bad take offs just don't
need to keep on happening the way they do.
Light or marginal conditions usually
seem to show up our bad habits so my personal resolve is to try to always take off as if
there is no wind.
We flew at Mt
Buffalo again and I
enjoyed a longer
flight getting to
c10udbase and back
up from an almost
"on final" position
at Porepunkah.
Over the following day or so,
some of us including Tove, David and
myself
were
engaged
in
microbacterial
experiments
with
all our internal parts
while
others,
excluding
Walter
who had a sore foot,
continued to have
fun at Mt Emu, then
we were off to
Corryong.
Corryong was
interesting
being
"man from Snowy
river" country and
having well established sites including
Mt
Elliott
,where we saw evidence of a mythological
character
who used to launch

I was closely scrutinised and
given a severe warning by a local
"wedge tail" and Rune's glider
was clawed by it shortly afterwards. I won't say badly
scratched, because I've never
seen anyone so happy about having their glider damaged as when
Rune found the 6 clearly "eagle
like" little punctures, his face lit
up and he declared, "Now I am
taking this glider back to
Norway." I can see some great
stories coming up as Rune sits
around the Igloo or whatever
telling his grandchildren about the
20 foot wingspan eagles wrestling
him out of the sky.
Our next stop was Tumut where it looked
easier to get a flight in the main street than it
was to find a hill with rising air around it.

8uIIgelln eRnlet Moulltnill /(esort
EUNGfLLA
NORTH QUEENSLAND HANG
GLIDING CHAMPIONSHIPS

25 September · 2October 1996
.:.
.:.
.:.

Run under HGFA guidelines
Nomination fee - $120.00
Budget meals, accommodation
and Happy Hours daily

Nominations ~ reservations
pHone Rob ~ /fan Saliba
Eungella Chalet, Eungella Qld 4756
Please book early for accommodation;
bookings are heavy

PHONE 079 584509

FAX 079 584503
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The local guys were very friendly
and helpful but we knew that we
had little chance of skying out
when, despite his best efforts,
Tove's husband Grant who met us
there, couldn't stay out of the
bombout.
I asked each of the tour members for a few words about the
trip.

Mick commented:
Really the beauty of the place
and the blackberries really
grabbed me - they grow on the
most incredible thorny vines that
grab like sinister giant velcro
strips.
"Mt Buffalo is an awesome
place. The launch is a bit of a
heart stopper at first but it's
addictive - once you've done it,
you want to do it again."

Allan:
"The accommodation at Mt
Beauty was the best (Beautiful
pine smelling lodge). On the way
up the road to Buffalo, Tove had
recounted a story of a pilot who had flown
for three hours, got really tired, and crashed
into a tree. It was my first flight at Buffalo,
and I was awestruck by the site. Cavernous
cliffs all around. However, after an hour flying above them, they didn't seem so devastating. Fighting the punchy thermals had
given me tired arms and legs, and the words
of Tove's story rang in my mind. I headed
out from Porpunkah airport, but arrived with
fifteen hundred feet to spare, so 1 kept on and
found some nice lift on the distant side of the
valley. I boated around with some paragliders
before choosing to fly back and circle down
to the airstrip where Tove and the crew were

Winter Hibernation
address for vour
"01' Eagle Eves"
flight glasses and
Electronic Tow Meters

***

Denis Cummings
PO Box 13

PERISHER VALLEY
NSW 2624

Ph/fax 064 575277
22

Circlin ' Sam launching from Mt Buffalo. Photo by Andy Kennedy

waiting with the truck. My landing wasn't
perfect ,a little tailwind was blowing ,but at
least I didn't land in a tree, and the groomed
landing strip was the perfect end to a great 2
hour inland flight.

"Not really, although 1 certainly honed
my skills at scratching around trees and 1
generally gained from exchanging ideas and
flying with other experienced pilots" .

The new things 1 learned are hard to put
into words but refining techniques eg learning that 1 could glide 8km from 1000m in
still wind conditions. But best 1 learned how
to catch second and third thermals and how
to fly slow enough to keep going and not fly
to the deck.".

1 had the ultimate job for a hang glider
pilot to drive to my favourite sport and fly.

Walter:
The high point of the trip was not being
woken at 8.30 plus being at cloud base and
wondering where to go.
The accommodation was very good and
we were very well fed. Did you learning anything new? "yeah, I learned not to come
around and land too fast. (Walter limped on a
bruised ankle for a couple of days after dropping a couple of feet at the Burrs) but not
least it was the bunch of people 1 was with.
We had a good driver, the trip was well
organised, we only had to think about flying
and I just immersed myself in hang gliding
for a week.

David Phillips:
(Good hi-tech article on winglets, David,
you may be in line for a Dr Gearloose"
award for inventive genius).
What was the high paint?
"Probably flying off and around Mt
Buffalo again and just being around the
whole Keiwa Valley area".
The accommodation and food was excellent, unequivocally excellent.
Did you learning anything new?

Rune (our co-driver):

What was the high point of the trip?
A few good flights. I'm not sure. I guess
to fly from Emu and quite a bit up Kiewa
Valley (Rune flew 18k north in a headwind).
Did you learn anything new? "Yeah, I
improved my tickling key skills (anyone who
has driven Tove's Subaru will know what he
means) and generally improved my landings.
1 seemed to grow more sensitive to feeling
thermals while gliding.
Tell us what you think ofAustralia.
"I always meet very nice people around
and you have beautiful scenery (Anyone who
has met Rune would know why he meets so
many nice people - it would be hard not to be
nice to such an agreeable fellow).
Most of the days are flyable and many
good days when you can get up and fly at
least a short cross country.
I asked Sam for a few words and as usual
Circlin Sam, who is generous in every way,
sent me a whole mail box full which 1 will
ask the lovely Marie to follow this article
with.
1 thoroughly enjoyed my time with Tove
and the guys . 1 was really impressed to find
that Grant, whose hang gliding skills need no
introduction, was also good at being a child
minder and a great dad to little Torre who
turned 2 while mum was away.
Tove has some great stories about her
pets: a rat who slept in her bed as a teenager
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ICOM
FREE MIKE
& EARPEICE
For a very short time
you can get a great bonus with every ICOM GX.
Buy a new GX and get a
free X07 throat mike
with ear piece and finger
switch, worth $ 66.00 !
Circlin ' Sam at Mt Buffalo.
Photo by Andy Kennedy

(rodent type) and whose ardour was only
dampened by being taken out to sea on her
windsurfer. Her first hang gliding student
was a pet goose who wouldn't fly and Tove
and her brother and sister tricked it into following them at top speed towards a cliff edge
and then jumped onto a small ledge while it
careered over the edge screaming its head off
then learned to glide just above the water.
This bird never actually learned to fly but
would then glide down to the sea for a swim
with the kids and would walk back up afterwards.
Thanks for sharing our XC adventure if
you've read this far.
Cheers!

Circlin' Sam:
It all started with a Skysailor add "mountain flying week" wow!. For a novice like me
it is what the doctor has ordered. So I made
all the arrangements, took the train to
Canberra and I was picked up by a few of the
team mates including a gorgeous woman. To
my surprise that gorgeous woman was our
instructor Tove. So we drove all the way to
Mt. Beauty. While participating in happy and
friendly conversations, we got to this beautiful house called "Cedar Lodge", unloaded
our luggage and went to a nice restaurant for
a great meal (and I thought we were here to
tough it out). Next morning a great breakfast
and off to Mt Emu to open our flying
machines so they can share the mountain
fresh air with us and soon after we were all
in the air - some of us up to 6500 ft.
Next day believe it or not it was Buffalo,
the nicest and meanest cliff face I ever saw
and even though I was a bit scared, I was
willing to take it on but Tove said, "Not for
you Sam. I will take you to Mystic and if you
convince me, we will come back to Buffalo."
Next day confident Sam was on that
famous platform with the wire assistants
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waiting for a lull to make sure it is a lasting
one and to lift the glider; balance wings,
adjust angle of attack, bar in, good run and
"lift off'. YAHOOOO radio assisted into thermals and at long last the final glide to
Porapunka air strip. Do the aircraft approach,
wind sock and other signals of wind direction, decide the landing final run, speed,
bleed and flair (perfect landing). That must
be the beginners luck - see if you can do it
again and guess what - I did. The day after,
Mt Emu again, Thursday Mt Elliott, Friday
Mittamatite, Saturday Mt Gilmore then gathering in town when we sadly had to say
goodbye to Andy (Ned Kelly) and Mick (the
promoted commercial pilot) both from
Queensland and top guys.
The rest of the team went to Tove and
Grant's house to be treated to a nice BBQ
dinner at a next door pilot friend (Mark's)
place - great character.
Sunday I was supposed to leave Canberra
on the 6.50- train but Allen (the phantom
joke teller) said forget the train I will take
you home to Sydney if you stay the day so
we can fly Lake George. Cruel wasn't he? So
we went ahead and experienced the magic of
Lake George, practised top landing and Allen
and I were the last to leave the hill. I was so
glad I stayed - thanks Allen.
On the way to Sydney Allen and I
stopped at a food spot and were happily
reunited with Dave and Walter. All had so
much to say about the trip and that Tove quite a woman wasn't she? Great instructor,
friendly, helpful, energetic and generous.
Grant who we only had for two days was a
good instructor and nice guy. Baby Torre (Ali
baba) who can hardly walk insisted helping
me in every flight. Unfortunately we only
had him for one day - thanks Torre. Good
lunch guys. Let us head home.
Drive safely - bye. c§J

The GX is lightyears ahead of
all other UHF
radios.
It's
Smaller, lighter, & comes
with more features than all
previous ICOM
radios. Selcall
paging is installed for no
et:xt charge.
Wi
two year
IC M factory

guarantee.
ICOM

ex ONL Y..

$569

including free throat/mike
Protective soft cover case $27
Emergency battery pack $32

ICOM IC-40 is the original
ICOM UHF. no bells and whistles
yet it is small. very rugged and
easy to use. Frequency control is
on the top. for no fuss control.
Only a few left; at our eale price..
ICOM IC 40

ONL Y ..

$415

Order by phonelfax, Cheque or COD OK.
ANGElT NEXT DAY· DELIVERY $16
All prices quoted tax exempt.

ULTRAUGHT FLYING
MACHINES
BOX 182. N BALWYN. VIC, 3104

(03) 9431 - 21:31

.. _--------_.
24 HR FAX (03) 9431-1869
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nervous as rabbit, I launched off Beechmont,
a bit wobbly on the basebar but had a wonderful first flight back.

By Shauna Purser
Many things get in the way of flying. We
never intended to stop for so long, but in
your mid-thirties you get struck down with a
strange affliction - house-building.
So, anned with an owner builder's permit, Trevor and I set about building our
house, not subcontracting but doing it
all ourselves. Trevor did the construction and I took on extra work to fund
the project. We started in March and
thought we'd bite the bullet, give up
flying, build the house in six months
and get back for the summer season. It's
over two years and we're still going!
As the house rose slowly out of the
ground, we taunted ourselves by standing on
the floor joists, peering at the sky and saying,
"Looks like a good flying day." We were tantali sed by stories of great flights in the club
newsletter. I became very focussed on the
house; I did patchwork, embroidered, grew
roses, planted gardens. I worked weekends.
After a while I stopped missing hang gliding,
I forgot how good it is.
Last October we moved in, still unfinished and lived in sawdust but the house was

H

A

beginning to look vaguely habitable and the
main flurry of activity was over. Then one
day around Christmas I just got the urge to
go flying again.

... we taunted ourselves by
standing on the floor
joists, peering at the sky
and saying, "Looks like a
good flying day. "

After two years
and three months, on my 34th birthday, I
packed up the glider, cleared out the wasps '
nests and headed back to the training hill.
Early middle age spread had added a bit to
my wingloading.
But four runs and everything started to
come back. It really is like riding a bike,
launching and landing seem to stay with you.
But I forgot things like how to set up a glider,
and pre-flight nerves are worse than ever. So,

It's good to be back to the same camaraderie and most of the same people still flying. There are many advanced pilots I've
never seen before who have started since we
left. The sites seem much more regulated, but
it's great that the club is securing sites. Verne
has disappeared; he was a permanent fixture
in the parks, camping out of his van and flying all the time.
And the tourists are thicker than ever,
especially on Tamborine on market Sundays.
"Are you going off soon, we've got other
things to see today, you know." They
like to fit us in between the Devonshire
teas and the craft shops. The seabreeze
has begun to puff gently over the back;
there's 20 pilots queued on launch, I'm
frantically shovelling in battens and a
flowered hat pops out from under the wing
and asks, "Can you steer it? How do you get
down? What happens if you black out in the
air?"
After 4 or 5 flights I was back to my previous skills and recently did my first cross
country flight - what a thrill! It's important to
go back to the training hill but the good news
is, little is lost in basic skills during a long
break from the sport. So enough of this hard
work, earning money, building and embroidery, it's back to the hill. After all, you've
got to get your priorities right! 'iii
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oyes introdu ces the new st a te -of-th e -a rt

h arness - the XTREME designed and tested
to give yo u ma ny h o urs of co mfo rta ble a irtime

a nd ye a rs of durable use , its c o n structi o n is
s impl e yet str o n g, with a s tainle ss st ee l ro d
with a d e lrin s lid e r whi c h co nfo rm s t o th e

sh a pe o f a h a rd e ned a luminium backpl a t e.
The single main suspension strap is attached to
the slider allowing it to slide forw ard and back,
the pilot can eas ily rotate from a prone pos iti o n
to an upright position for takeoffs and landings . Constructed with full continuous webbing reinforcement
throughout the harness. Be the first to experience the new XTREME harness by Moyes .
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EDUCATIONAL FL YING
Why Stop Learning?
By Gilbert GrijJith
have been doing a lot more flying lately, thanks to three
major reasons. I rejoined the
HGFA after a few years non-membership. My son Marc started flying.
And I bought an Xtralite. Many
years ago when rating systems were
being introduced, the emphasis was
always placed on hours of flying
time accumulated as 'the ' measure
of experience. This is, quite rightly,
still the case, and although I and
other pilots may have had other
ideas from time to time, such as
"hours without an accident ", or
"number of sites flown", or "number
of competitions won", the fact is that
counting hours of airtime works, and
is used in all forms of aviation. The
purpose of this article is to help
improve your skills and survival by
demonstrating the following.

day had been exactly as he described. Now I
knew why, and how to put it into words.

I

SOME HOURS ARE MORE
EQUAL THAN OTHERS.
You can soar 6 hours a day in a steady
breeze, or maybe compete against the
world's best for 5 hours a day in a competition.
Somewhere in between these extremes
falls the lot of most pilots. You can guess
which would be the most "experienced"
pilot. But maybe you don't want to compete,
or even fly every day. And yet you should
still want to use your hard-earned airtime to
your own best advantage, whatever your
ability. Pioneers use many tricks and strategies to increase their own level of proficiency, and if it were not for them we would still
be doing sled runs on sand dunes. You can
make your own small pioneering steps as
well as reading about them and using the
experience of those before you. There is no
need to change your style or method of flight
in any great way, just try a few new things
each time you fly.
We recently had Dennis Pagen as guest
speaker at the North East club. He talked
mainly about thermals and some of the tricks
he had learned from Tomas Suchanek. I listened intently, thinking that the thermals that
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have a few hundred feet above take off, why
not fly around and spend a bit of that height
seeing what the air is doing just "over there"
or maybe that other direction "over there".
You have all seen the odd bod zooming off in
all directions and wondered to yourself,
"Where the hell is he going?" He's exploring. He knows he can tum back and re-join
the gaggle whenever he wants, but sometimes he finds the best thermal of the day, or
the one that punches up through the inversion. Some smart pilots will have an eye on
him and follow him. Some might just stay
home. I have been one of the stay-at-homes
for years.

Test Your Skill

every new flight and
every landing can be
used to advantage ifyou
are prepared to learn. "
(t •••

I was thinking about how it was possible
to consistently be top of a stack, and especially why some pilots can and some can't.
Trying to figure out what you need to do,
and what you shouldn't do to get there. And
what to do when you get there.

Instead of exploring the lift, why not test
your own skill. Allow yourself to get low,
even below take-off height. How many times
can you scratch up again? And how many
pilots bombed out while you were doing it?
(This is one of my favourites at the moment.)
There are numerous things to concentrate on
doing this exercise. You take into consideration all of them, many of them unconsciously. For instance, you watch the trees. You do
watch the trees, don't you? You don't? The
trees will tell you where the wind is. They
indicate where thermals are taking off, or
not. They indicate wind direction. They warn
you of turbulence, especially on landing.
They cause it!

Let's face it, if the hill is pumping and
the tandem fliers
are skying out,
there is not a lot to
learn in merely getting up and staying
there even if you
are at the top of the
stack. There are a
lot more possibilities waiting if you
want to explore and
take the slight risk
If you were there or you just wished you
of bombing out in
front of everyone
were! You can see it in colour.
else. Many of them
7 days of flying; see the launches, some
don't involve cross
aerial
footage of the gaggles, progressive
country flying but
forecasts
and goals, some briefings and
all of them will
help prepare you
some making goal and the winners at the
should you decide
post.
to "go for it".

'96 NSW Hang Gliding

Tifles

Th e

Explore The
Lift
The
simplest
exercise
is
to
explore the lift.
This can be taken
as exploring the
thermal, or even the
whole sky within
your reach. (I will
be talking about
inland
flying,
because that's what
I do.) Let's say you

VII DEO

If you were there, you're famous! If you
were not, see how it's done.
Buy this one as there may never be
another.
Some copies of 1995 on request.
Just send $25 to Ross Duncan,
49 Highfields Pde,
Highfields NSW 2289

Phone/fax 049 431900
Includes video post & package
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If you are not watching the trees, maybe
you watch the birds, the jellies and the other
hangies. They tell you where there is lift and
sink, where the lift is better. Where it is
rough or smooth. I know that everyone
watches them when they are sitting at take
off. I don't drive up unless there is someone
else there waiting to fly. Saves time.
Keep your eye in them in the air, apart
from collision avoidance, watch how they are
performing as well. Try it.

Clouds
Who watches the clouds? Tomas watches
the clouds. So do lots of people. Cloud flying
is fun and different. Above a certain height
you should give clouds more attention
because they indicate where the lift is and
how the thermals are laid out, which direction they are moving, how strong they are,
and whether they are booming or waning.
That "certain height" can be hard to guess,
but any time you can glide (through sink if
necessary) to a safe landing, you are high
enough to think about flying the clouds. Not
in them, dork, just using them as signs of lift.

Your own glider
Experienced pilots don't even think
about this bit. They don't notice the airspeed,
or the bar pressure, or the attitude. Not consciously. Like a bird doesn't notice its feathers. They react. If a wing lifts it is a sign of
lift on that side of the glider. If the vario

starts beeping, did they just push
out a bit? Or was it lift?
Most pilots can't describe
what happens step by step. I'm
not even sure I can, T'm just trying.
I usually keep my speed up a
bit when flying near the hill just
after take off, but, depending on
about 20 factors, I nearly always
give a thermal bubble all the bar
it will take without stalling. I
know how much to give it
because I've stalled hundreds of
times by giving it too much. If
you don't like the idea of stalling
and recovering from a straightdown nose dive, don't fly.
Because one day it will happen
accidentally without any warning.
Better to get high (1000' AGL or
more) and practise a few stalls,
both level and in turns, because a
stall can happen at any time, not
even due to pilot error.
What happens when you fly
into the backside of a gust that is
travelling at twice your airspeed?
You drop like a proverbial stone,
that's what!
Some of the factors involving
the speed to fly need to be
explained. Height is probably the

Chris McDonald "doing it again " somewhere on the
Great Divide. Photo Greg Holbut

Australia's first, utterly affordable,
totally transportable. fOot launched
powered paragllder.

Flying tra1nJng with accomodation available
at the Light Wing F1y1ng Academy.
1'urbo-<:but.e lnCo Vldco ............$35 Inc P/H

h~ I(~ l~atrD~ ~Qff
HQWARD HUGHES ENGINEERING PlY LID
IW1lNA AIRPORT, SOUI'HERN CROSS ORNE
P.O. BOX 89
BALUNA
N.S.W. 2478
PH (066) 86 8658 OR FAX (066) 86 8343

This aircraft has not been approved under the HGFA Certification Standard for foot-launched hang gliders.
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most important, air traffic too. Direction of
flight in relation to the wind and the hillside.
Strength of the lift and turbulence, or possibility of turbulence. Whether you feel like
throwing up, are tired, or nervous.
Even after considering all these things I
have recently experienced 5 full seconds of
free fall in the middle of a thermal with a
paraglider only 200 metres away. I kept
thinking, "I hope he is far enough away not
to catch this one", while I counted the seconds. (He didn't get caught). I was a little
worried about pulling out from a vertical
dive at only 300 to 400 feet AGL so was
more gentle than I would have been at a
greater height, nevertheless I turned back
into the thermal and climbed out with no further hassles. It was my lowest save at Mystic
to date as I would not have made the landing
paddock from such a low height.

Stalling
You can fly for years and never stall
except when landing. You can keep your
bank angle and pitch angles within the recommended parameters and still fly safely.
Most people do. But one day you just might
fly Buffalo when it is "over the back" and
fmd yourself in a ninety degree bank or even
upside down. You might miss a few cues and
find yourself on approach downwind. The
wind doesn't care. The wind can't read that
plate riveted to you glider. The wind can
scare you into giving the whole sport away.
If you let it.

Landing
Getting into flying has never been easier
or safer. But I find that even after 20 years of
flying hang-gliders every new flight and
every landing can be used to advantage if
you are prepared to learn. I am consistently
blaming myself for dodgy landings. One day
it will be too high on approach, the next too
fast, or too low. Some days there are bags of
sink on final, some days a bubble will lift me
50' in exactly the same place on approach.
Sometimes I do figure 8 approaches, some
days I do crosswind, downwind, base and
final. Sometimes I "360" in and pull out on
final. Sometimes I tailwind to a sharp 180
into the deck. Sometimes I land tailwind on
the wheels. Depends.
I like to pick a point and land right on it,
and the easiest and safest way is by the book.
Experience Will tell you that it helps if you
are prepared to throwaway the book to save
your life in an emergency. Ask any competition pilot, or anyone who has crash-landed.
If you know how to throw your glider
around in normal situations, it is easier to do
so when required in dangerous situations, for
instance to avoid a collision with another
glider or a tree. You will also not be petrified
when you accidentally find yourself in a
strange attitude.
My biggest worry is having an unseen
paraglider deflate above me and fall into my
glider. But the benefits of flying with lots of
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other pilots far
outweigh
that
small risk.

Flying
Smoothly
On the other
hand, a flight may
require very gentle control inputs
to stay up and in
the lift. There is
nothing
wrong
with trying one's
utmost to fly as
smoothly as possible with shallow
slow turns and
minimum waste
of altitude. This
can be done with
the VB on, partly
on and full on to
test your skill, and
is a profitable way
to improve your
flying rather than
waste a very light
day doing the
same things you
have done over
and over before,
like bombing out.
These days can be
used, after getting
up, to see how
fast your glider
will go or drawing
up a polar of your wing's performance. This
requires a ground observer to note down your
speed and sink rate at intervals and at different speeds, and plotting them on a graph
afterwards.

This past season has been another learning experience for me, and I expect to learn a
lot more in the next 20 years of flying. I may
die flying, but chances are pretty good that r
will have a long wait, or I wouldn't be here
now. I hope your chances are as good, so fly
safely to survive, but keep learning. Ii?

Advice From 100 Years Ago
Found in March 1996 Scientific American. It is an excerpt from their column "100 years
ago".

"MARCH 1896..
Otto Lilienthal, whose work later influenced the Wright brothers, writes for Scientific
American:
"Formerly men sought to construct flying machines in a complete form, but our technical
knowledge and practical experiences were by far insufficient to overcome a mechanical task
of such magnitude without more preliminaries. For this purpose I have employed a sailing
apparatus very like the outspread pinions of a soaring bird. It consists of a wooden frame
covered with shirting (cotton twill). The frame is taken hold of by the hands, the arms resting between cushions. The legs remain free for running and jumping. The principal difficulty is the launching into the air, and that will always necessitate special preparations. As long
as the commotion of the air is but slight, one does not require much practice to soar quite
long distances. The danger is easily avoided when one practises in a reasonable way, as I
myself have made thousands of experiments within the last five years."

Editor's note: Ironically, Lilienthal died in August 1896, after his glider crashed at StOlin,
Germany."
Submitted by Gilbert Griffith
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Do You Know This
Trick?
By Jerry Stipek

Coastal flying is generally being presented as an
easy and straight forward exercise. This conception
is extremely deceiving and it should be related only
to easy sites under ideal conditions. Otherwise,
there is plenty to learn and a lot of opportunities to
get hurt. The following accident, despite of the
happy ending, is very educating.
I was flying at Craigie Road. A nice place - it has just about
everything for a genuine thrill seeker; no bomb out under the take off,
small launch with a truly entertaining rotor in the right conditions,
busy road and high voltage power lines just behind, and in strong
wind and high water, virtually impossible to land. In one word,
EXCITING!!!
Wind on that day was quite strong but about 30° across from the
South. Due to the strength, it was still very lifty and I enjoyed my
flight. Another, comparably experienced pilot launched, picked up
some height and started to fl y towards me, in the cross wind. After
reaching my position, but substantially lower, he turned back. After a
few seconds I got a distinct feeling there was something very wrong;
to my disbelief he was losing height rapidly and eventually landed in
about breast high, choppy water among some big rocks.
Paraglider, choppy sea and rocks - a deadly cocktail by all means.
Fortunately, due to the shape of the shore, his glider was carried
towards the beach and stopped on rocks before the lines started to
pull. After careful consideration I performed a rather hairy landing
among beach houses and assisted with the recovery of his glider. The
pilot managed to get out himself.
After this event I spent a lot of time trying to explain what actually happened. At the first glance, the whole thing was a mystery. How

Another danger ofparagliding... Photo Jerry Stipek

can you bomb out in conditions in which your major concern should
be not to be blown back? After a mental rehearsing of the event I
realised that I had been in a similar situation a couple of
times too (without the swimming lesson). The explanation, I believe, is as follows :

ULTRACOM
"Quiet !"

HELMET
SYSTEMS
No more shouting at your passeng ersl
The UltraCom is the worl ds most popular sport aviation helmet .:>ystem.
Two noise cancel ling helmets with comfortable ear-muffs, a noise ca ncelling mike and a
Botsfor d circuit internally powered intercom unit come t ogether in t his excell ent communicatioM .:>y.:>tem. The UIt-raCom can al.:>o be connected to most hand held radios
includi ng the ICOM ra nge. NOWwith pilot controlled COOL AIR vents!

TWO (2) DELUXE VERSION HELMETS with INTERCOM BOX

ON SALE $ 765

limited offer!

or with Dual-Com +$69, ICOM Radio patch only $99 . helmet bag $19

(0:3) 94:31-21:31
ULfRALIGHf FLYING MACHINES
PO Box 182. North Balwyn, VIC. 3104. (03) 9431-1869 Fax
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The cliffs at Craigie Road are gradually lower in
the south, that is, in the cross wind that day. To penetrate in this direction, the pilot was using a speed system and losing height rapidly. When he lost enough
height to be at the road level, he was at about a half of
the take off altitude. At this point he wisely decided to
turn back. That was the last thing he did right... He was
still getting enough lift but with his high ground speed
(cross-tail wind) he had no time to utilise it and his
flight path was almost horizontal. With the-cliffs getting
sharply higher and higher he soon found himself in a
wind gradient, out of the usable lift and, with the high
tide, out of places to land as well.
The lesson is: in conditions like this turn back with
plenty of margin. If you misjudge, fly back only till you
find the first hint of stronger lift. Then turn into the
wind and pick up every centimetre of height you can.
Re-evaluate your situation. If you do not have enough
height yet, land! This is probably your last chance to
land into the wind. Otherwise, continue down wind,
towards the higher cliffs again. [fyou should start dropping below the top, repeat the exercise. The lift is
there: you just need time! Ii>
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State, Club and Region News
New South Wales
NSW Hang Gliding &
Paragliding Assc. Inc
The NSW State Government and the
TEN Network will sponsor this year's Young
Achievers' Awards to pay tribute to young
people of NSW under 27 who are achieving
excellence in the areas of Career
Development; Sport; Environment; Art;
Community Services; Science & Technology,
and Sustainable Regional Development. The
winner in each Category will receive $4000,
and the overall winner will receive a further
$4000 plus a packaged holiday.
We have been invited to nominate one of
our young pilots in the Sport category and
we now call for nominations which should
give a history of the nominee's progress and
his or her potential to represent NSW in
interstate and international competitions in
the near future.
Nominations should be with me by
Monday 24 June, when they will be assessed
and judged by the President NSW HGPA,
and the Presidents of the Northern and
Southern Regions. The winner will receive a
cheque for $1000 and custody of our
Perpetual Trophy currently held by Kraig
Coomber.
For further details ring me on 02
3274025.

Steve Hocking

SYDNEY
HANG
GLIDING
CLUB
Wow we had a
few members tum up
early for once and
were graced with the presence of Bill Moyes
so while the May rains poured down outside
we got down to business. First off it seems
the succession of weekends at Rylstone have
been well worth it with all forms of towing
being held there in great conditions with budding pilots putting in great flights . Bill says
they can tow a paraglider with the Dragonfly,
the technique of which is in development but
will be interesting to see.
A serious contingent will advance on the
Morning Glory in Cape York peninsular in
about six months with TV crews and all so
be there or miss out on the ride of your life.
All in all the consensus of opinion about
last summer's flying is that it was not as
good for long distances with the rain bringing green pastures throughout western
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N.S.W. By the time you read this another
weekend at Rylstone will have been had and
this time with the sailplane community along
to promote a mingling of various forms of
gliding.

Wingover Award; Lower Blue Mountains
Club

Meetings are at the Moyes factory, second Monday at 7:30 pm. All welcome.

Outlanders Award: Paul Bowers for flying in the opposite direction, landing on a
newly renovated school oval and being
abused by the Headmaster for his efforts

Mark Hellier

Note: The next Sydney Hang Gliding
Club meeting is to be held on Wednesday
June 19. Guest speaker Robert Glover will
bring us up to speed on the latest GPS and
UHF radios.

Everyone was
most
impressed
with the trophies,
particularly those
made by Dane.
The awards for
the
competition
and the weekend
went as follows:

Championship
Shield
and

Eagle Pluckers Award: David Ferreira
for his flight with a Wedge Tail Eagle which
is reported to have landed on his glider's
wing.
Boots With Roots Award: David Phillips
for standing on launch all day and preventing
anyone else from being in contention for this
most coveted award.

NORTHERN
BEACHES
HANG
GLIDING
CLUB
By now, the final
round of the Blue
Mountains, Sydney,
Northern
Beaches
Competition, which
was held at B1ackheath
in March, has
probably
been
reported by others
who may well be
claiming a substantial
victory.
We therefore wish
to report our version of events and
the narrow margin
by
which the
Lower
Blue
Mountains
club
won, despite all
our efforts to
manipulate
the
handicapping and
scores
in
our
favour.
Congratulations
fellers on a fine
effort, but we'll
redress the situation next year!

Best Flights: Graham Smith for Saturday;
Craig Docherty for Sunday and of the weekend

The 'Balls' Award: Alan Bush for having
the balls to fly in a thermal with Graham

NORTHERN
BEACHES

Paragliding Awards: Mike Eggleton and
Greg Jeffery who deserved an award for flying high and far in rough and turbulent conditions.

on the last weekend

Congratulations to Dane Snelling who
was presented with the NSW Sportsman's

OK so you've got your licence
Now it's time to consider your next canopy!
When GALAXY is able to offer genuinely High
Safety Paragliders In the intermediate performance class
"The Experience Mode/s
that are hard to beat In realiability, quality and
price.
H

Do you really need a competition wing?
With all of the necessarily demanding high skill
levels and the associated costs involved.
Intermediate Performance:
Experience 26
Experience 28
Experience 30
Experience 32

$3A50
$3,550
$3,650
$3,800

High Performance Advanced:
Excalibur Enterprise 27
Excalibur Enterprise 29
Excallbur Enterprise 31

Special Offer: (Only three)
Experience 26
Experience 28
Experience 31

$3 ,700
$3 ,800
$3,900

$3,000
$3,150
$3,900

For further information, please contact George on:

Phone: 07 55914070, Fax: 07 55332241
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Slole, Club and Region News conllnued...
Northern Beaches Hang Gliding Club
1996 Calendar
Date
6-7 July
24-26 August
14-15 Sept.
5-7 October
2 or 3 Nov.

16-17 Nov.

Event
Aerotowing weekend at Glenn
Davis and Mount Gundangaroo
Manilla, HG & PG
Hunter Valley
Lee Scott's, HG & PG
Swap Day: swap your
hang glider for a paraglider
and vice versa, learn how
the other half fly! Griffith
Park + BBQ
Canberra (pending)
HG&PG

Contact

Ken Cooper, ph 99189304 h
Wayne Fitzgerald, 041 2229189 mob
Jim Allen, ph 9971 1715 h
Glenn Salmon, ph 99180091 h
Mike Eggleton, 4517127 h

the hospitality at the local pub. For those
who missed out we have another trip in
August, see below. Our thanks to Godfrey
who rolled out the green carpet for us.
Enda Murphy, paraglider pilot 'par
excellence' (that means bloody good in
French) gave a talk at our May meeting on
Manilla the venue for the 1996 NSW
Paragliding Open in which he participated.
Included was some interesting news footage
of the event. Thank you Enda for your time
and an excellent talk.
Finally some coming Club Trips:
July 6th & 7th, Aerotowing weekend at
Glenn Davis and Mount Gundangaroo

Jim Allen, ph 9971 1715 h

August 24th, 25th & 26th, Manilla
Further details will be available at club
meetings.
Happy landings!

Shield at our April meeting for his services
to the sport. It is a well deserved award to
someone who has given so much time and
effort to the sport in an unselfish and unassuming way.
The 'Take-off and Landing' clinic held at
Rylstone on the 20th and 21 st April went

extremely well with nearly all partIcIpants
successfully completing the car towing. The
flying was great both days with several pilots
flying to, or close to Mudgee. Several Trike
pilots dropped in as well as David Watkins in
his light aircraft, giving some of the girls a
joy flight.

The closest Hang Gliding School
to the Victorian metropolitan areas.
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We offer a full range of services including:

.:.
.:.
.:.
.:.
.:.

Novice Certificate Courses
Introductory Courses
Tandem Instructional Flights

.:.
and used gliders, spare parts
accessories fI

.:.
.:.
(+

.:.
.:.
.:.

Brauniger
Icom
Flytec

We accept Novice and Intermediate
gliders as trade-ins.
Contact Rohan & Sandra Holtkamp
Dynamic Flight Hang Gliding School,
RMB 236B, Trawalla 3373

Phone: (053) 492845
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One
pilot,
taken to hospital
for
observation
after a crash landing was, much to
his astonishment,
breathalysed
by
the local constabulary. Is this a
first?! !
Also,
many
thanks to Clive
Gilmore who has
very generously
donated a gas
BBQ to the facilities at Rylstone.
Whilst
the
Hangies
were
learning to take
off and land at
Rylstone,
Mike
Eggleton lead a
small but very
select group of
paragliders north
to sample the
delights
of
Manilla. The flying wasn't fantastic due to an
inversion
layer
but it was good
for my introduction to inland conditions, including

MIKE WARNER

ACT Hang Gliding
Association
Well, Canberra pilots could be forgiven
for thinking winter has arrived early! Over
the past month, there has not been a lot of
flying going on around the ACT, especially
not at weekends. We're looking forward to
the winds calming and the rain lessening as
usually happens closer to the middle of winter here .
The landowner concerned with the Pig
Hill site, where we have had some problems
of late, took the time to address our May
association meeting. He gave us a very thorough presentation on the paddock, gate and
stock movement system used on the property,
and attempted to have us understand that
even well-intentioned action taken in ignorance could have serious repercussions for
him.
All who attended the meeting gained a
better understanding of just how much is
involved in running a large property, and
how we might develop a better relationship
with all our landholders. We certainly got a
very clear picture of what not to do! Our
thanks to landholder Peter Webb.

Catherine Thorpe, Secretary

SKYSAILOR

Victoria

North East Victoria Hang
Gliding Club
Hi Folks!
Well I must apologise for not writing for
the last two issues of Skysailor, but unfortunately a lot of things have come up and it's
been a bit hectic for me, so I'm sure you'll
understand.
The last month hasn't been that good for
many of us, but this week has been beautiful
autumn weather for just "hanging around".
I'd like to congratulate Jorj? (sorry Jorj, I
can't remember your last name) for her first
launch off Mt Buffalo some weeks ago. If
some of you don't know Jorj, she manages to

work and live and play on Mt Buffalo. It
must be so hard to defme the three.

Hopefully this will become an annual event
as it was enjoyed by many.

Mystic / Bright hill and Morses Creek
new landing paddock are soon to have a face
lift. There has been some new astroturf
obtained which us local pilots seem to have
become accustomed to. There's some for Mt
Emu too, which means for most of the competitions, we'll have cleaner gliders. The new
landing paddock, which hopefully will be up
and running by next season is progressively
getting cleared. The land use permit has been
granted and the insurance cover of
$10,000,000 has been obtained.

There is an armual general meeting of the
North Eastern club on the 8th of June at 7.30
pm at the Shire offices. At this meeting, all
committee positions will be declared open
and a new committee will be elected. To vote
you must be a financial member, so please
attend and support our local club and committee. This also goes for our monthly meetings at Gator Mc Goons, the first Saturday of
even month. Sure some of us have to work,
but it is only up to you to make an effort to
support the club.

Over the Easter break out at the
Porepunkah Airstrip (which seems to be a
while ago now) there was a large fly-in.
Unfortunately Saturday was practically a
wash out, but Sunday saw fine weather and
hundreds of spectators came to see the spectacular event. There were powered hang gliders, bi planes, parachutes, sailplanes, microlights, you name it... it was almost there. The
Withers and Don? plus others helped out on
the day, and many weekends before the day.

Finally, I would like to wish a happy
birthday to Ted (dirty old man) Jenkins, Maz
White, and Stevie Thompson. They may
have forgotten, but I didn't. Happy birthday
people!
Good flying and use those autumn days
wisely!

Sarah
ps. Steve Ruffels has accidently injured
his back whilst in Melbourne. He may have
to have surgery on it, so get well, Dad! c§;>

Soaring B i r d s and Gliders
It is normal survival behaviour that birds (and many wild animals) will flee or hide from anything they perceive to be a threat.
This can be from something unknown or something familiar, like a
noise, which occurs unexpectedly. Sometimes the bird does not flee
but faces the threat or even attacks, but most wild creatures are not
confrontational other than protective at breeding time or when their
territory is threatened.

km/h and the smaller buzzard 35 km/h). The circling airspeed of
hang gliders is similar, with a good hang glider havin
of 4.
A raptor is not worried by flying with a hang..-gJi
threat in performance; they are equals.
/
~

A glider (sailplane) flies at a higher s(l
Large eagles occasionally fly in tl}tYs:"rr.... ' n ....Hl
as companions. Back in the fifties, howe
e
ilh them, particuslowly and with LID 18-25 fuore raptor
______
~
larly Griffon vultures <>n'South Africa).

Larger birds, raptors, corvids, are intelligent and quickly learn
how to assess danger from 'threats' and behave accordingly. Anyone
who drives on motorways will see rooks standing without fear on the
Paragliders, of c0'urse fly more slo~~and with a
hard shoulder solid line side of the traffic lanes (dotted lines) even
lower LID. They are also not 'bird sllifped' but it seems that South
when trucks are thundering past within a metre. They have learnt
American vultures and large eagles fly with them ithout worry.
that fast traffic does not cross the solid line. It is not difficult to list
Perhaps it is gecause the bird's LID and airspeed ar both higher so
many examples of bird adaptation.
the raptor feels superior and free to escape. In an c se, hang gliders
There are many sources of threat in hilly and mountai~uscouncoming ' a new ridge or mountain, perhaps for competition, have
onl
brief adverse effect on the local rapt rs. On one site in
try from intrusion by people, off-road vehicle hot a@ b loons,
ustralia for a short period raptors attacked ang gliders with their
tourist helicopters and aeroplanes, bird watching p .es, pru;
talons, mostly on top of the wing, but 0 fmding no attack was
dens and scientific observers but this short paper conside 'illy.
eturned settled down to soar with the new mers.
effect of ~otorless gliders: hang gliders and paragliders flYf~\~~
and over hilly and mountam areas.
/ \ ' ~~
ve observed that if a bird ove .es the territory of another in
and at a reasonable ight the local birds recognise
Many varieties of birds are skilled in extracting energy from ~ ~~~t ' I
air to save their own energy and so the need to feed so frequently. 01hih-t~ no
eat and re . undisturbed. In mountain areas
. ing of some intensity local birds soon
Not surprisingly, the birds best ~ soaring are large, with relatively 'wh~_'eri is regu
c~ fee
eatened, pro\l.ided the general pattern remains much
high wing loadings and the need to fly fast to catch their prey or
migrate. Raptors, parti91larly soar well by soaring in thermals and
the samt~e
.
apt as nee~ the locality but do not desert the
air rising over ridges and cliffs. Other birds such as storks, use therarea.
'?:,
mals in larg~Oups hen ~i~ating and se~ birds mostly use cliffs,
. I con
. soaring. biT do not feel threatened by soaring
1 r
n condUCIve to thermal developpots other han temporanly, erhaps 2 or 3 days. They adapt and
not least bec~ co
mentySm
Ik
ermals to catch insects that have
ose their fe
accepting th newcomers provided their behaviour
been
t
continues as e
e newcomers fly too near a nest site the
bird's flight behaviour changes from normal circling and soaring to
swoops and dives to show its anger. If soaring pilots enjoy flying
with birds, which they do, and learn to recognise worried behaviour
and avoid aggravating it, there will be no conflict between them.

Ann Welch, Hon. President CIVL, member FA! Environment
Commission, February 1996

June 1996
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FOUND
Instruments in Lee Scott's area mid NSW
please ph Ray 03 95239458
Sunglasses found at Mt Emu ph Sam 02
7405625

STOLEN
Stolen hang glider - Blitz 146 from
Campbelltown 23-24/4/96 white TS fluoro green
& pink US with number 63 ph Col Bevan 02
4842006

256804
To loan, hire or purchase 1 reasonable quality FM 2 way radio for use in the States. Also an
oxygen system ph Ken 02 5664291
Coastal soaring videos contact Clem 059
413698 bh
Reserve chute/vario ph 042 943384 Matt
Contact with para or hang glider pilot available to fly Blackheath Mondays & Tuesdays ph
027074325, 041 9431121
Late model Sting, XC Sting & intermediate
gliders only in gd flying condition ph 042 942999

From a locked garage Villiers St Frankston
Vic: Moyes cocoon harness blue & grey in
colour Paradynamic reserve parachute blue &
brown in colour motorcycle helmet gloves &
hang straps various lengths ph Ed 03 97874574

WB 162 sail in good order for trike. Condition of
frame is not important ph Gary on HM 077
792645, WK 077 222656

WANTED

Foil 160 B Race batten profile If you have one,
or know someone that has one, please call Mike
on 07 3350 3409

Wanted: Any old unused or unwanted hang
gliders for a private collection. The older & more
unusual the better. I am gathering & restoring old
hang gliders with a view to putting on a display
or lending out to others to do the same. I currently have gliders from 1974 on. Please call
Peter Batchelor. Bh 018 381279, ah 03
97353095
Comms gear for trike to include radio & intercom/headsets & battery pack ph Lucas 0416
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LOST
Nike flying suit black orange purple at Stanwell
Park at the bottom (beach) car park on Monday
18.3.96 please ph 042 943667

their certification standard, otherwise they will be labelled with 'NO
CERTIFICATION INFORMATION
SUPPLIED (NCIS).
Queensland
Paratech P50 27 sq m SHV 12 A 6 mths old VMAX 47 km -1 .2 m/sec all up weight 80-104
$2,800 also Black Magic 24 sq m 12 A gc 55-75
kg pilot weight $600 also Tandem Apache 2 12
A & DHV vgc $2000 also Pago Jet paramotor
430 cc 24 HP range 300 km top cond cost new
$11 ,500 sell $6,500 ono ph aid 074 745479, 018
754157
APCO Spectra 30 inUhigh perform suit pilot 80100 kg, 50 hrs airtime in ex cond blue/white
Acpul Cert 1B also APCO 1st harness with backplate new $4300 sell both for $2700 ono ph Mal
Price 074 480038
Edel Stardust 24 (same as Space but without
the logo). White , 75-95 Kg weight range & only
55Hrs airtime. ACPUL 12 I>!s. Complete with
Edel Force (mediurn size) harness. $1800. Call
JJ on 07 3202 2327

PARA GLIDERS

Flytech 3005 Vario only 12 months old & a bargain at $400. Call JJ on 07 3202 2327

Please note: In future all parag/iders offered for sale must state

Edel Energy L DHV 3, takeoff mass 85-100 kg
Purple Only 8 hrs airtime (still very crisp) Very

SKYSAILOR

attractive price setting; & even that is negotiable
Call Jorg on 07 5575 2096 or 018 764 085

New South Wales
Blade 27 white/rainbow stripe tips 30 sqm with
lTV harness suit pilot 75-100 kg, certified
ACPUL 12 A gc novicelint wing . This wing is in
ex cond with 35 hrs airtime. I have upgraded. To
be sold $1950 (manual incl) ph Stuart 02
8108573
Flight Design Hot Dream B2 25 sq m only 15
hrs use. Red & green, harness, perf cond o
Beginners, int - advanced, very versatile $2800
ph Sally 02 4195400 h, 4104899 w
Nova Xyon 26 high performance GOteseigal 2-3
weight range 85-105 kgs great cond only 45 hrs
safe glider with incredible performance $4000
contact Peter Bowyer ph/fax 02 5254175, 015
660881
Falhawk Athlete 9.5 22 sqm suit 55-75 kg sky
blue & rainbow panel 10 hrs clean as new DHV
$2000 + Apollo 35 Tandem near new fI pink suit
110 kg or greater DHV $3500 ono ph 02
4502674,0412273552
Edel ST35 parachute yellow 1 yr 8 mths gc
$600 also Edel Energy size M '95 model white
& red $3700 ph 02 3323422
Nova Phocus 29 DHV2/12 As , 90-120 kg all up
weight range. In ex cond this is the ideal intermediate wing for the pilot with thermalling experience ready to go cross country. Rob Schroetner
proved its capabilities with a 150 km flight at
Hay! Total 48 hrs nearly all inland. Ready to sacrifice @ only $2500 Must sell call Elgar 064
941938 ah
lTV Merak 31 Afnor performance DHV2, 95-120
kg all up weight range . Demo model with only 12
hrs. 5.1 aspect ratio with a glide ratio that loses
nothing compared to the "top" competition wings.
Best seller in Europe, combines safety with performance. $3,300 ph Elgar for a test flight 064
942938 ah
A.I.R. rocket never used includes filling adaptor
& instructions $550 ono ph 015 485732

Victoria
Paratech P50 27 sqm easy to handle interm
glider with 12A1DHV2 rating . Suit pilot weight of
65-85 kg (all up weight 80-100 kg) ex cond 12
mths old with less than 25 hrs airtime $2700 ono
ph Tilo 059 622272 or 015365747 (Healesville)
Pro Design Challenger Acpul all A 26 sq m ex
cond 40 hrs airtime suit 65-85 kg $1500 ph
David Job 03 93597882 w, 94576853 ah
Nova Sphinx 29 sqm 85 hrs n 10 As 2 Cs ec
as new $1500 + High Energy Reserve with long
bridle $200 ph 03 97161789, 018 554872
Pro Design Challenger Classic 23 26 sqm for
weight range 65-85 approx 65 hrs airtime in gd
crisp cond only $1500 incl speed system & basic
harness. Silver-grey with fluoro yellow pink &
purple centre stripes. The safest & most stable
canopy, easy ground handling; the best canopy
for any novice pilot! SHV/DHV certification . Ph
Christian 03 96602176 bh, 03 97423610 ah

ACT
Edel Apollo 24 12 ACPUL A's 3 yo gc low hrs
Owner no longer flying $1 ,000 good canopy for
new pilot. Call John on 06 2942329 (Canberra)

Western Australia
Tandem Edel Space 40 Acpul 9A, 1B, DHV 2,
35 hrs airtime ex cond make an offer call Jiri
Hlavaty 09 2551363, 015426550

TRIKES
New South Wales
Please note: All powered hang
gliders (trikes) offered for sale
must state their registration number, otherwise they cannot be
accepted for publication.
Skylink Hornet trike 2 seat HGFA registered
T2-2537 82 genuine hrs total time ex cond full
instruments complete maint log flight log &
spares Ivo prop carby heat & fitted ballistic emergency chute fully reliable looks & flies great 55
kt+ cruise only one owner. Includes custom trailer with full cover suit new buyer $8,990 for a
quick sale. VHF Icom Mk II radio plus 2 helmets
with intercom $1000 Sydney ph 02 99722853
ah , 99050888 bh, 0412 172159
Quantum 462 trike T2-2727 ex cond recently
overhauled always hangared complete log books
$13,000 ono ph Ian 015 290184
Trike Airborne Edge 500 hrs n engine rebuilt
at 400 hrs vgc must sell $12,500 neg with 5 hrs
free training hangared at Skylimit Byron Bay 066
843616, or 076967047
Sigtronics intercom & two full face helmets
with inbuilt headsets. To suit lcom radio for trike
or ultralight. Helmet sizes medium. Both as new
$500 for the lot ph ah 049 886146, bh 049
83255, 014490907
Trike Airborne Edge Executive T2-2659 full
instrumentation inc. dual EGT electric start, inflight trim adj, mint cond oonly 74 hrs airtime.
$18500 ph Andrew 018 685215
Pegasus 447 T2-2741 certified 2 seater in real
gd cond economical engine plenty of power
always been hangared priced to sell at only
$11 ,000 great buy for first 2 seater trike ph Ted
065 585503 or Lee 065 565265 all hrs
Edge Executive 582 LC T2-2658 has new
engine only 38 hrs on it. Has the hamburger with
the works (all accessories). Excellent cond
metallic blue in colour, always been hangared
priced to sell at only $18,500 lessons can be
arranged with the sale ph 065 565265
Edge 582 LC T2-2568 has been totally overhauled in the engine new crank, bearings, rings
etc. Wing in immac cond with only 15 hrs flight
time. Full instrument deck. Red colour spats,
base & wing. Price $14,500 & pay an extra $500
& receive 10 hrs training with the aircraft. Ph 065
565265 all hrs

Queensland
Edge Rear Wheel Brakes for Airborne trikes.
The brakes weigh less than 1-5 kg & fit under
the spats $175 ph Russell Groves 074 450084
AH
Buzzard/Arrow II T1-2037 Rotax 532 with
approx 160 hrs 3 blade Iva prop pod soft sides
& wheel spats hour meter altimeter ASI cylinder
head temp felk trailer with wing carrier all for
$7900 ph Nev Hoger 079 597105 AH or 079
576483 BH

Victoria
Trike 95.10 reg # T1-2052 reg till 11/96 Flight
DeSign made in USA only 120 hrs in vgc. No
accidents or damage. Engine Kawasaki 340 cc
CDI air cooled fitted with 2" belt step tooth
reduction drive to a 3 blade Ultra prop cost
$1000 extensive modifications done to this trike .
Very docile trike to fly. Not fast but a pleasure to
handle Demon wing 176 sq ft red & in ex cond o
Stall speed 22 mph normal cruise 37 mph - 44
mph depending on pilot weight up to 230 Ibs.
With trailer made for this trike carry the wing on
your car like I do or trailer could easily be
extended 6 ft to carry wing . Will exchange for
Australian Light Wing turbo chute foot launched
powered parachute in gc or small lightweight
caravan to 12 ft in gc. Also trike 95.32 Pegasus
XL reg # T2-2506 462 high powered 150 hrs
exchange for Technochute powered parachute.
Two seats in tandem lever controlled must be in

BRIGHT POWERED
HANG GLIDING
Trlu Plloll b.,.p Morl' FUn.TrUr., 'liooh H",I' Morf fU).Trlk.

THE ONLY PLACE TO LEARN
at the

Porepunkah Airfield
only 3 hr.; North East of Melboume

All Year Round Teaching
Nothing But the Best!

Trike Airborne Edge T2-2636 582 C-type 252
hrs Executive wing in-flight trim , castoring front
wheel , windscreen , Aerial Pursuits intercom, 2
helmets, lcom A20 Mkll radio, press to talk,
remote aerial full set of covers & trailer all in as
new cond $16800 ph 066425063 will swap for
late model vehicle
Quantum 462 trike T2-2727 385 hrs maintained
in excellent cond complete log books always
hangared engine recently overhauled. Excellent
performance. Green US $16,000 ono ph Ian 049
320204
Airborne Edge Executive 582 LC T2-2649 85
hrs old immac cond & would suit new buyer.
Sapphire blue base with UV protected wing
colours to match. Full instrumentation, Quiet Kit
& electric start. Never damaged & has only ever
experienced gentle landings (mostly on a
Sunday). Will include full Flight Training &
Maintenance Procedures training if required .
Save up to $7000 on new price. $20,500 ono ph
Tim 02 4196033 ah or 023253700 bh
Quasar 582 T2-2708 complete logs new engine
always hangared includes Com box, VHF aerial
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& covers immac cond $25,000 ono also Chaser
S T2-2954 low hrs fastest single seat approved
in Australia, full logs, immac cond $14,000 ono
also Quantum 462 T2-2727 full logs new engine
low hrs always hangared urgent sale $18,000
ono ph 018 490622

Trike Pilots have

MORE FUN!
BRIGHT POWERED HANG GLIDING
The Only Place to Learn

Greg & Rosemary Withers
22 Ashwood Ave. Bright, Vic 3741

Ph (057) 501 555
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gd cond ph 03 98274443 Vic after 6pm & before
11 pm
Pegasus XL-R trike reg T2-2753 Rotax 462
(High power version) 52 hp water cooled tug,
with Ivo prop & full instrumentation. Includes
towing kit. Blue pod, blue & yellow wing. 117 hrs
always hangared, never dinged, as new cond o
$15,000 ph 03 98982262
Justra Stratos trike T1-2078 single seater 40
hrs TT ex cond $7,500 03 97161789

HANG GLIDERS
New South Wales
Moyes Mission 170 nov ex cond great colours
must sell going
$1050 ono Tim 02 3897540

as

Desire 151 (int) a great looking glider with pastel
colours & Enterprise logo on top still very crisp &
only 40 hrs airtime $1700 ph 042 942550
Radio Electrophone TX475 2 yr old with charger new battery ex cond $350 ph Lachlan 066
291056
Tracer harness suit pilot 5'8"-5'1 0" magenta
$450 ono ph 02 6007628
Blade Race 132 exp int custom US design 10
hrs new suit new glider buyer pilot range 50-85
kg must sell $3100 ono ph Paul 043 341919
Moyes Mission 170 nov electric blue LE fluoro
pink/yellow US faired kingpost speed bar landing
wheels 2 spare down tubes batten profile & manuals An ideal 1st glider, ex cond $1550 also
Flytec vario with base bar clamp car charger &
AC charger ec $220 or $1700 the lot ph Geoff H
0299707569, W 0299302515
Moyes XL 145 nov ex cond low hrs airfoiled king
post suit light pilot 35-70 kg $1400 ono also
Xtralite 137 exp int low hrs near new cond mylar
sail ph Flight Zone Hang Gliding School 066
858768, 018441742

Ball vario 620 H also Electrophone UHF radio
with headset & fingertip PTT button gc 043
631278
Xtralite 1472 yo great cond $2500 ono ph 042
948110
Xtralite 137 power rib sail built 11/93 white LE
orange/purple US gc $2700 ono please ph Nimi
Sapir 025192259
Blitz 155 exp int ex cond great colours low hrs
fantastic performance + Moyes pod & chute &
vario all ex cond $2500 the lot ph Michael 018
202922
Air Support Skylite harness purple/pink suit
160 cm chest to 95 cm $250 + Mission 170 nov
brilliant cond dk blue LE bright red white $1500 +
Combat 152 fI yellow white upper low hrs vg
$1850 + Ball 651 vario $250 ph 02 4502674,
0412273552
Airborne Blade 132 exp int vgc 50 hrs must sell
$2600 NOW!!! evenings 049 505434
Foil 139 sail brand new never been on the
frame white LE white TS violet US ph Mark 042
674499
Blade 132 exp int It green & yellow US gc
approx 50 hrs $3000 ph Peter 049 430158
Moyes Mission 170 nov low hrs new wires
faired kingpost speed bar landing wheels 1
spare downtube & batten profile ex cond $1400
+ pod harness $200 + PA parachute $200 ph
Andrew 02 5205257
GTR 162 int low hrs $600 ono ph 015 954933
Airborne Sting 154 int white TS black & fluoro
yellow US mylar LE speed bar less than 2 hrs
$3000 + Danny Scott Twister harness black &
fluoro yellow 180 cm with reserve chute never
used $950 ph AI 02 6033818 or 0411 118954
GT 190 int suit the heavier guy gd cond ph Peter
066847229, 015145924

Sting 166 XC int sky blue LE with dk blue US
white sail faired uprights speed bar & VG $2200
ono also Moyes Xact harness suit 5'11 "-6' med
build grey & green $550 ono also PA chute
$350 ono ph Ian 066 857791 , 015759881

Sting 154 XC nov/int only 4 hrs airtime magenta
& fluoro green faired uprights king post speed bar
VG system Danny Scott Twister harness suit
5'8"-6' all vgc $3200 ph W 042 964215, H 042
570794

XS 155 Mk II exp int Nov 92 low hrs (less than
50) It grey US white power weave MS scrim LE
ex cond + Tracer harness suit 5'7' -6' with new
parachute complete $2000 ph Paula 049
499270

Vario Brauniger Competition brand new with
McReady and PC software $800 ph Patrick 067
783484

Tandem glider Moyes XS 210 navy LE & white
MS 1 yo since purchased from Moyes factory &
has completed 10 tandem flights & 2 solos,
owner going
hence $2500 also 1 Apco
'pulled down Apex' reserve parachute $300
ph Ken 02 4664291

as

~ins

Tandem glider Moyes X2 totally set up for aerotowing with stainless steel castoring wheels &
keel dolly. It's in ex cond & flys great, easy to
roll. Can sell without the aero tow gear if so
desired price $4000 ph 065 565265
Aero 150 int grey LE red & mauve US faired
kingpost speed bar & Moyes wheels gc $1000
ono ph David 049 693830

in the Canadian Rockies?
Check out

Wasa Lakeside Bed 8& Breakfast and
More,
the ultimate pilots' accommodations!
James Swansburg
http://www.cyberlink.bc.ca/-swanys/
Email swanys@cyberlink.bc.ca
604 422 3551 voice/fax,
Box 122, Wasa Lake, BC Canada VOB 2KO
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Xtralite 164 exp
int full mylar race
in mint cond less
than 20 hrs
urgent sale as
going
no reasonable offer
refused clear LE
red & white US
ph Justin 02
5583968

as

Desire 151 int gc
mauve & grey
HPT square cloth
gd glider for
heavier pilot ph
Paul 02 5217931
$22000no
XT 145 nov/int
brand new cond
flown only twice

beautiful glider pink LE white TS green & yellow
US speed bar 2 spare uprights $2600 ono also
pod harness blue vgc suit 5'6"-5'8' with PA
chute regularly repacked never deployed $500
ph 045 751883
A.I.R. rocket never used includes filling adaptor
& instructions $550 ono ph 015 485732
Tandem hang glider Double Vision 215 new
August 1994. Only flown in coastal air, well
maintained & still in gd cond oWill train up sport
rating (if necessary). $3,200 ph Tony Armstrong
042 942999, 049 942584
Vario Afro Cirrus CX 8000 with speed to fly &
airspeed sensor $380 ph 042 943667
Airborne Sting nov/int only flown 2 hrs all white
brand new Danny Scott pod harness suit 5'10"
black $2100 ono ph 024166552 or 0412 210242
Sydney
Moyes Mission 170 nov vgc batten profile manual $900 ono ph Alan ah 02 8995351 , 047
354513 bh
Moyes GTR 162 int gc batten profiles owners
manual $100 ph Alan ah 02 8995351, 047
354513 bh
Payout winch tried & tested by Newcastle
Hang Gliding Club over past 5 years. Many tows
& still good for many more. Built by Ron
Huxagen of ald . Solid & sturdy with 1500 ft of
rope. Selling due to acquisition of new expensive
static winch & aero tow facilities. $800 Enquiries
ph Ross Duncan 049431900,018687020
Intermediate gliders: Aero, XT & Sting from
new to well flown. For prices & colours. ph Ross
Duncan Sun City Flight Sports 018 687020
Gyro 11180 nov 40 hrs immac rainbow US blue
mylar LE re-enforced TE wing tip protectors
$900 ono Geoff Gosford 043 285092
XT 165 nov red LE It bluelwhite US white TS gc
speed bar & cheapie pod harness the lot $2000
ask for Monty 99555734 or 014973347
Moyes XT 165 (int) flown twice. Lt blue with dk
blue LE. Also Moyes Tracer harness suit height
around 5'6" to 5'10". Both in new cond oOffers.
Ph 042 331150

South Australia
Helmet, Moyes Ibargoyen lightweight fullface
New, unused prize. $200 (list price $275) Garry
Fimeri, tel 08 3845742 hm, 083017762 wk
Moyes 165 XT int with parachute & Moyes pod
white LE edge scrim white MS with blue & green
US pod is red & in excellent cond parachute is
white & never been used glider is top cond incl
in price are new US cables as spares price
$2500 ph 08 434079

Queensland
UP XTC 205 tandem glider ec $3500 aero-tow
keel extension + castor wheels cIw spats $500
Blackhawk harness & parachute $500
Blackhawk pod harness $150
Camera equipment: Minolta X700, Tamron 17
mm lens, Minolta 16 mm fish eye lens, auto
winder + remote release , case , mounts +
counter weight $1700 ph 07 55701699, mob 019
641129
Moyes XSR 150 int blue yellow US VG king post
hang faired uprights speed bar approx 130 hrs
only will freight suit advanced novice or int on a
budget only $800 glider @ Tweed Heads ph
Heath 070 543759
XS 155 exp int gd cond king post hang blue LE
fluoro orange US white power rib TE $800 open
to offers ph 07 32698485
XT 145 Pro nov-int pink scrim LE purple & grey
US speed bar spare upright low hrs gc $2400
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also Twister harness with side mounted chute
suit 5'5"-5'9" vgc $1100 also wheels $50 , also
Brauniger altlvario (Basis) near new vgc $500
also flying suit never used (approx size 12-14)
$250, regretfully leaving sport ph Sam after 5 pm
0738060913
Combat II 152 int quick fittings Desire antideflexors can be easily adjusted handles
superbly VG off ex glide VG on must sell by 25th
offers 079 793414
UHF Uniden vehicle mounted set. Near new in
ex cond with antenna & microphone. Model UH
011 . $250 ono Mal Price 074 480038
XC Sting 145 int VG with harness 2 hrs airtime
as new $3350 ph Ashley 070 914084
Harness, helmet, glider. Great for beginner.
$500 everything ph Steven 07 33699960
Xtralite 147 exp int clear scrim LE mylar TS dk
blue/fluoro green US $3400 also Ball dual scale
651 vario $350 ph 07 55784322 BH , 07
55755204 AH
Mission 170 nov incl new side wires new Aframe with speed & quality pump up landing
wheels new front entry harness & chute . Ball
vario , altimeter & flight helmet, all in vgc. Can
see in flight at Tamborine Mt $2000 ph 07
55452182
Dust devil damaged Desire 141 int needs new
LEs sewn onto sail , no obvious tubing damage
though would suspect at least 1 inboard LE .
Glider in gc otherwise , fluoro pink & fluoro yellow
US sell as is for offers under $1000 ph 07
38481409.
XS 155 exp int mylar LE grey, pink/yellow US ec
$750 ph 07 55701699 mob 019 641129
XT 165 nov/int red white blue well maintained
with spares must sell $1750 ono ph 07
38082756
Desire 151 int perf cond 50 hrs 2 spare uprights,
2 spare LE , value $400 nose has never touched
ground $2600 ph Col 079 727600
Desire 151 int TS/LE white , yellow/pink US

proven XC performer must sell $1800 or near
offer ph 0411 184425

Steve 03 98733473 or Max wk 03 98017067 or
hm 03 97350756

Moyes Mission 170 nov 25 hrs sails still crisp
blue LE fluoro pink US with small fluoro yellow
triangle faired king post speed bar spare round
A-frame batten profile & manual vgc $1250 ph
Warwick SEQ 076 613498

Mission 170 nov red LE white TE small blue triangle faired king post speed bar ex cond low hrs
$1400 ph Karen Little River 052831345

Victoria
Moyes XS III 142 exp int super light weight, all
Swiss tubing . Current model built for Japanese
market royal blue & pink, delightful to fly, a pleasure to ground handle, approx 100 hrs gc $2000
ph 03 94805534
Combat 152 int gc approx 90 hrs red gold &
white tight sail $1200 ph 03 94811259
Moyes Mission 170 nov vgc red LE & rainbow
US complete with speed bar spare base bar
spare upright & batten profile. Flies & looks great
$1400 ono ph Andrew 97909085 bh or
98904894 ah
Xtralite 147 exp int vgc blue LE blue/violet US.
This glider flys nicely & has low airtime. Price
$3300 ono ph 03 97621364
Moyes XS series 2 155 exp int fluoro colours
low hrs & in beautifu l cond oAll original tubing ,
complete with batten profile, manual. $2500 057
501591
Moyes XT Pro 165 int for sale
RedlWhite/Blue/Fluro Yellow 10 hrs air time. vgc
$2700. Moyes XACT harness suit 180 cm
(5 '11 ") with front load chute . $900. Sjostrom
vario/alt as new. $400. Ph Clayton on 03
98304578 or 014867586
XS 155 exp int Nov 89 king post hang grey LE
pink TS pink/purple US $900 + XS 155 exp int
early 89 keel hang white TE , pink TS , pink/purple US $800 + Desire 151 int Nov 94 kevlar TE
& US white TS blue/yellow/white US $2300 ono
+ Desire 151 int mid 95 kevlar TE & LE white TS
purple/lime/white US $2500 ono + Blade 141
exp int early 95 white TS black/pink/white US
$2900 + Combat 2152 exp int late 93 purple LE
white TS orange/lime/white US $2300 phone

Xtralite 147 exp int brand new only 6 hrs flying
time pilot too heavy changing up to 164 $4500
ph John 052 754269
XS 142 exp int short A-frame ex cond goes well
$600 also hydraulic tow gauges new $160 ph
Ray 03 95239458
Xtralite 147 exp int It blue & mauve ex cond only
85 hrs must sell $3000 ph Brian Read 057
279421
Foil Combat 139 int dk blue & orange US white
LE & TS vgc $1700 ono comes with spare
upright ph Vince 03 97552314
2 pairs of EZ eyes 1 brand new pair. Never
used $60-00, 1 used pair in very good condition
$30-00 ph Warwick 03 93068085

ACT
Xtralite 147 exp int power rib $2500 ph 06
2164514
Vision 170 nov/int gc $600 ono ph 06 2934022
Garmin GPS 45 new bracket $540 ph Goran 06
2164514
Blitz 155 exp int ex cond purple LE yellow US
no fading ideal glider to transition from int $1800
ph Peter 06281 3746 h

Western Australia
Aero 150 nov-int pin k/white low hrs gc speed
bar $2700 harness, radio , tow meter also ava ilable ph Matthew 09 3453027
Xtralite 137 exp int fluoro yellow LE pink & fluoro yellow US 50 hrs 15 mths no prangs $3500
also Xtreme harness suit 5'8" 4 mths old fluoro
green & black $700 also Flytec 3030 with PC
software 12 mths old $800 also Sjostrom vario
$300 also Moyes pod suit 5'8" $200 ph Gary 09
4781428
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The new world standard

with
GPS-ACCESS

FLYTEC 4020 PROFESSIONAL

Variometer
Integrator
Real -time, Stopwatch
Speed Measurement
(Sensor option)
Temperature display

Altimeter
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Integrator
Barograph
Real-time , Stopwatch
Speed Measurement
(Sensor option)
Temperature display
Polar recording
FlyChart
for
Windows

4.0
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Integrator
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Glide-ratio computer
GPS flight data
evaluation
(GPS-option)
Final approach
computer
Real-time , Stopwatch
Speed Measurement
(Sensor option)
Temperature display
Polar recording
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King of the air
For more information contact your local dealer or Peter Eicher, 133 St James Rd, Rosanna, Ph 03 94552236 , Fax 03 94552237
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There will always be Xtralite

The super successful Moyes Xtralite has
started 1996 in top World Championship
form , winning both men's and women's
divisions in the Forbes Flatlands
competition and also tal"ing home the
winning trophy of the 1996 Australian
Nationals.
Moyes believes in dedication to quality.
.Quality equals performance , comfort and
safety. The research and development
programme Moyes runs is second to none
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and daily tests the outer limits of their
gliders. The "State of the Art" materials
used in the Xtralites are continuously
being checl"ed in the minutest detail
and upgraded .
The Moyes Xtralite you buy today is not
only the most winning glider of all time
but will be for many years to come .
You have the world at your feet when
you fly Moyes Xtralite .
Australia: Moyes Delro Gliders Pry Ltd, Tel: 61 (02) 3875622 Fox: 61 (02) 387447
Europe: Moyes Europe Air·1Jase GmbH, Tel: 49(03695)602304 Fox: 49(03695)602 3(
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USA: Moyes California Inc., Tel: 1 (818) 887 3361 Fox: 1 (818) 702 0612

The Moyes Xtralite is backed up with a
world wide spare parts and repair system .

Japan: Japan Moyes, Telefax: 81 (299) 26 8113
United Kingdom: Simon Murphy's Flying Circus, Tel. &Fax: 44 (0404) 89 1685

